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PART  I 
. SECTION  I - 3  -
COAL  MINING  ACTIVITIES 
STATISTICAL  ASPECTS  OF  THE  COAL  ECONOMY  IN  1982 
1.1.1.  The  following  information  was  extracted  from  the  Statistical  Telegrams 
published  by  the  Statistical  Office  of  the  European  Communities  dated 
25th  January  and  25th  March  1983 
1.1.2.  Total  primary  energy  consumption  in  the  Comunity  wa~ 872  million  tonnes 
of  oil equivalent  (approximately  equal  to  1,270 million  tonnes  of  coal)., 
This  represents  a  decrease of  38  million  tonnes  or  4.1%  as  compared  with 
1981;  there  was  a  slight  improvement  in  gross  domestic  product  of  0.2%. 
Coal  consumption  was  down  by  4,2%,  and  lignite  by  1.2%. 
1.1.3.  Of  the  total  energy,  24.2%  was  produced  from  solid  fuels  of  which  85% 
was  from  coal. 
1.1.4.  Total  coal  production  in  the  Community  was  241.3  million  tonnes  which 
was  a  fall  of  4.4  million  tonnes  as  compared  with  1981.  There  were  rises 
in  production  in  Germany  and  Belgium  of  0.8 and  0.4 million tonnes,  and 
• 
falls  in  France  and  the  U.K.  of  1.7 and  3.9 million  tonnes  respectively. 
1.1.5.  Despite  this,  by  the  end  of  1982  pithead  stocks  had  increased  to  a 
record  level  of  49  million  tonnes,  wh'ich  represented  a  rise  of  3.1 
million tonnes  for  the year.  Of  this total,  21.3 million  tonnes  was  in 
Germany  and  21.8  million  tonnes  in  the  U.K..  In  the  latter  case, 
although  pit  head  stocks  were  reduced  by  0.8  mill  ion  tonnes  during  the 
year,  stocks  at  power  stations  had  increased  by  nearly 8  million  tonnes. 
1.1.6.  Deliveries to  coking  plants fell  by  5  million  tonnes.  Even  so,  stocks  of 
coke  at  plants  increased  by  3.6 million  tonnes. 
1.1.7.  The  continued  low  demand  for  coal  forced  operators  to  seek  new  means  of 
balancing  the  situation  and  this  was  reflected  in  a  cutback  in 
underground  manpower  of  11,000  Cor  some  3%  of  the total). 
1.1.8.  As  production  from  the  Less  economic  mines  was  reduced,  a  rise  in 
productivity occurred  to  439  Kg/man  hour. t 
- 4  -
1.1.9.  Imports  from  third  countries  which  stood  at  70  million  tonnes  for  1982 
were  0.7~  Lower  than  in  1981, 
destined  for  France  and  Italy. 
the  greater  proportion  of  this  was 
1.1.10.  Further details of  these  trends are  given  in  the  following  charts 
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FIRST  RESULTS 
ON  THE  COAL  INDUSTRY 
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SUMNARY  OF  ACCIDENT  STATISTICS 
1.2.1.  The  average  personnel  employed  underground  in  the  community  Coal  mining 
industry  was  336.400  men,  who  worked  some  548.6  mio.  manhours,  as 
compared  with  347.600  men  and  561.9  mio  manhours  the  previous  year. 
1.2.2.  The  total  number  of  fatalities  occuring  underground  was  99,  and  in 
addition  there  were  5.341  accidents  which  resulted  in  absence  from  work 
of  more  than  56  days.  These  figures  compare  with ·109  fatalities  and 
5.922  serious  accidents  in  1981.  The  improvement  in  both  categories  is 
to  be  welcomed. 
1.2.3.  Accidents  resulting  in  21  to  56  days  of  absence  numbered  16.759  as 
compared  with  18.339,  whilst  those  resulting  in  4  to  20  days  numbered 
40.305  as  compared  with  46.146  in  1981. 
1.2.4.  The  main  causes  of  fatal  accidents  were  Falls  of  ground  (34%)  and 
Transport  <35%);  for  those  accidents  resulting  in  more  than  56  days  of 
absence,  the  causes  were  more  evenly  spread,  but  some  32%  were  due  to 
falLs  of  the  victim  whilst  moving  about  the  mine,  where  no  mechanical 
transport  was  involved. 
1.2.5.  Considering  the  frequency  rates  of  the  fatal  and  serious  accidents  taken 
together  (based  upon  the  total  number  of  manhours  worked  underground), 
Falls  of  ground  resulted  in  1.78  accidents  per  million  manhour; 
Transport,  1.47  accidents  per  mill ion  manhour;  Falls  of  victims  3.20 
accidents  per  mill  ion  manhours;  Machinery  and  Tools,  1.31  and  other 
miscellaneous  causes  2.13. 
1.2.6.  From  an  analysis  of  these  figures  it  is  apparent  that  a  very  large 
proportion  of  accidents  occurs  away  from  the  face,  and  involve 
Stumbling,  Falling  and  Slipping.  The  reasons  for  this  seem  to  require 
investigation. 
1.2.7.  Looking  at  the total  number  of  accidents  which  resulted  in  fatalities or 
absence  from  work  for  more  than  3  days,  these  amounted  to  62.504  in  1982 
as  compared  with  70.534  in  1981,  with  a  frequency  rate  of  113.9  as 
against  125.5  accidents  per  million  manhours  in  1981. - 8  -
1.2.8.  The  salient  points  are  summarised  in  the  following  table 
CONCLUSIONS  CHANGE  NUMBER 
Fatal  accidents  Down  10  to  99 
serious  injuries  Down  581  to  5. 341 
56-21  Day  accidents  Down  1.580  to  16.759 
21- 4  Day  accidents  Down  5.859  to  40.305 
TOTAL  ACCIDENTS  Down  8.030  to  62.504 
FREQUENCY/mio.manhour  Down  9,2X  to  113.9 - 9  -
1.3. 
ACTIVITIES  OF  ALL  THE  EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES 
1.3.1.  Section  IV  comprises  tables  giving  the  same  data  as  for  last  year  by 
country.  Harmonization  of  this  information  is  not  sufficient  to  allow  a 
Community  table  to  be  drawn  up. 
These  tables  include: 
- a  group  of  minerals  which  appear  to  lend  themselves  to  an  initial 
comparison  most  easily; 
- a  second  group  of  more  diversified  minerals  which  are  not  uniform  but 
which  are  significant  for  the  country  concerned  in  terms  of  production 
or  value. 
1.3.2.  The  number  of  plants or  undertakings,  the  production  and  production unit 
is  given  for  each  product. 
1.3.3.  A distinction  is  made  between  three  types  of  working:  underground, 
opencast  and  by  borehole. 
The  manpower  figures,  where  available  for  each  of  these  types  of  working 
does  not,  as  far  as  possible,  include  administrative or  commercial  staff 
and  those  involved  in  mineral  processing  but  do  include  workers  employed 
on  preparation  (crushing,  concentration,  washing,  loading). - 10  -
THE  CONMUNITIES  DEPENDENCE  ON  ENERGY  IMPORTS 
1.4.1.  The  salient  feature  of  1982  was  a  rise  of  13.6~  in  the  energy  generated 
from  nuclear  fuels,  coupled  with  decreases  of  between  4  and  6X  in  the 
consumption  of  hydrocarbon  fuels,  with  the  exception  of  Lignite  where 
the fall  was  only  1.2~. 
1.4.2.  Imports,  which  accounted  for  409,5  million  tonnes oil equivalent  out  of 
872,5  million  tonnes,  represent  46.9%  of  total  consumption. 
1.4.3.  Of  the total  imports  304,1  million  tonnes,  or  some  ?SX  was  crude oil. 
1.4.4.  The  attached  table  which  is  extracted  from  Eurostat  Annual  Energy 
(Statistics, dated  25.3.1983)gives  the overall  position. - 11  -
COMMUNITY  ENERGY  PRODUCTION  AND  IMPORTS  (X) 
I  I  Eur.10  D  F  I  NL  B  L  UK  Ir  Dk 
I  I 
!Coal  in  millions  of  tl 
I  Production  1978  I  238,1  90,1  19,7  6,6  121,7  0,03 
I  1979  I  238,7  93,3  18,6  6,1  120,7  0,06 
I  1980  I  247,2  94,5  18,1  6,3  128,2  0,07 
I  1981  I  245,6  95,5  18,6  6,1  125,3  0,07 
I  1982  I  241,3  96,3  16,9  6,5  121,5  0,06 
I  Imports  from  third  I 
!countries  1978  I  45,3  5,7  15,9  9,9  3,4  2,7  0,2  2,0  0,62  5,04 
I  1979  I  58,2  6,2  19,5  11,3  3,9  5,9  0,2  4,0  0,85  6,5 
I  1980  I  73,9  7,3  22,6  14,3  5,0  7,3  0,2  7,2  0,91  9,1 
I  1981  I  70,4  8,1  20,1  15,5  5,4  7,2  0,2  4,2  0,79  8,7 
I  1982  I  70,0  8,6  19,0  16,3  7,0  8,5  0,3  3,6  0,65  7,6 
I 
IL 1gn1 te 
I 
I  Production  1978  128,2  123,6  2,7  1,9 
I  1979  135,1  130,6  2,4  2,1 
I  1980  134,4  129,9  2,6  1,9 
I  1981  135,5  130,6  3,0  1,9 
I  1982  157,7  127,4  3,0  1,9 
I 
!Crude  oil  in  millions! 
lof  t  Production  1978  62,2  5,1  1,1  1,5  1,5  52,6  0,4 
I  1979  86,6  4,8  1,2  1,7  1,5  77,0  0,4 
I  1980  88,1  4,6  1,4  1,8  1,6  78,4  0,3 
I  1981  99,5  4,5  1,7  1,5  1,6  89,5  0,8 
I  1982  112,5  4,2  1,6  1,7  1,9  100,2  1,7 
I  Imports  from  third 
!countries  1978  475,5  90,6  114,0  110,4  54,1  32,7  66,3  2,2  5,2 
I  1979  486,3  97,3  123,0  114,7  52,9  33,1  57,9  2,2  5,2 
I  1980  415,2  89,1  110,7  92,2  46,0  31,5  44,5  1,9  4,3 
I  1981  342,3  65,1  88,9  89,3  34,6  26,3  34,6  0,6  3,1 
I  1982  315,2  59,0  72,8  84,5  29,3  23,7  30,5  0,2  2,9 
I 
!Natural  gas  in  1000  I 
ITerajoules  <gcv)  (XX)  I 
. I  Production  1978  16192,6  719,9  307,1  526,0  3120,2  1,3  1517,6  0,4 
I  1979  16375,8  741,9  301,5  500,0  3308,8  1,3  1498,0  24,3 
I  1980  16008,7  662,9  294,2  477,3  3101,6  1,5  1436,9  34,3 
I  1981  15835,0  680,0  276,7  537,7  2833,6  1,5  1453,2  52,2 
I  1982  15311,2  589,2  259,3  556,3  2439,8  1,3  1392,9  76,4 
!Imports  from  third  I  . 
!countries  1978  11410,8  505,5  185,8  403,4  61,9  54,9  199,3 
I  1979  11735,7  615,3  199,5  395,5  98,4  80,0  347,0 
I  1980  11970,3  719,8  318,6  294,6  133,2  85,5  418,6 
I  1981  12092,2  728,0  429,3  282,9  117,9  86,0  448,2 
I  1982  12092,4  668,8  503,3  326,4  119,2  92,1  382,6 
I 





of which  :  11  hardcoal (1) 
12  lignite (and peat) (  1) 
13 crude oil  11) 
14  natural gas 
15  nuclear energy 
16  primatV electriall 
energy and others 
Net imports (2) 
among which:  21  hard coal 
22  crude oil 
23  natural gas 
24  petroleum 
products 
Production of primary -rvv 
of which  :  31  herd coel (31 
32  lignite (Mid PBdl 
33  crude oil  Mid 
co,.,.,_ 
34  nawral ga 
35  nucleer energy 
38  primii'Y electrical 
energy and others 



























SUBDIVISION  OF  THE  PRINCIPAL 
AGGREGATES  OF  THE  ENERGY  BALANCE-sHEET 
Provisional data  1982 
EUR  10  EUR  9 
11982  182/81  1'981  _11982  182/81 
872,2  - 4,1%  895,0  857 ,o  - 4,~ 
178,5  - 4,2%  186,2  178,2  - 4,3% 
32,9  - 1,~  30,1  2'1, 5  - 1, J,t. 
425,5  - 5."/1.  440,9  414,4  - 6,CI{. 
155,7  - o,l%  165,8  155.7  - 6,1~ 
64,3  + 13,8%  56,6  64,3  + 13,~ 
15,3  - 3,2%  15,5  14,9  - 3,9l' 
409,5  - 7.'!!r  432,2  398,7  - 7,8f. 
41,7  - 3.~  43,0  41,4  - 3.~ 
)04,1  - 13,~  335,4  290,4  - 13,. 
43,4  +  1,~  42,6  43,4  +  1'"" 
19,4  +207,'J!.  10,4  22,7  +128,-;. 
490,8  +  1,.  480,1  486,0  +  1,~ 
152,2  - o,-;.  154,1  152,2  - 1,1( 
31,6  - 1'""  29,0  28,2  - 2,1~ 
114,8  +  13,-;.  101,1  113,7  +  12,~ 
114,2  - 8,8f.  125,2  114,2  - 8,8f. 
64,3  +  13.~  56,6  64,3  +  13,~ 
13,8  - o,"''f.  13,6  13,5  - o,~ 
45,bf,  I 
47,0%  45,2%  I  36,1~  37.6%  35.~ 
( 1)  1  ncluding the ~lance  of foreign trade and stock changes of derived products 
(2)  Imports minus exports 
131  Including recovered products VERBRAUCH 
CONSUMPTION 
CONSOMMA  TION 
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SOURCE  OF  PRIMARY  ENERGY  1982  :  TOTAL  FOR  THE 
RoMI 
Crude  oel 
P~tro  I  e  hn,  t 
EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY 
Natur~s 
l'laturel  ga 
:,~1  ;-;ttur,.l 
11o8  I 
Kernener;ie 
Nucte• energy 
Energie  nuc:l6oirl 
1.8  • 
D 
,._  ...  trlzltit 
"""-"-icilY 
Eloctricitt  prillloiro - 15  -
PART  I 
SECTION  II - 17  -
GENERAL  ACTIVITIES  OF  THE  ::JAFETY  AND  HEALTH  CGr<!MISSION 
1.  Meetings  held 
The  Safety and  Health Commission  for  the  Mining  and  Other 
Extractive Ir.dustries held  two  plenary sessions,  on  19  May  1982 
and  .23  November  1982. 
Each  of these meetings  had  been prepal'ed by meetings  of the 
Restricted Committee  on  the previous day. 
The  Working Parties met  sixteen times;  as is now  sound 
established practice,  restricted committees  of experts met  in 
order to prepare  th~ meetings. 
The  Working  Party on  Rescue  Arrangements,  Mine  Fires and 
Underground  Combustion held a  meeting in Hasselt on 
12  and  13 October  1982,  when  the  25th Anniversary of the Foundation 
of the  'Coordinatiecentrum Reddingswezen'  was  celebrated.  During 
the  commemorative  meeting of 12 October 1982  and  in the presence 
of a  larg~ audience,  a  series of speakers  - from  a  variety of 
lectors - stressed the role of the Safety and Health Commission, 
since its institution,  in the  field of minas  safety,  particu-
larly in organizing rescue  arrangements at the  European level. 
A booklet marking this event  and  reproducing all the  papers 
pr·esent~d is obtainable  from  the Secretariat of the Safety and 
Health  Commission. 
The  Working  Party on Winding  Ropes  and Shaft Guides,  Winding 
Engines  and  Winches  met  at the  Gardanne  mine  (Houilleres de 
Provence)  on  5  and  6  October  1982.  It visited the  sinking of 
the  10-metre  diameter  shaft  "Y"  and  observed the  specific· 
characteristics of the.structure with its unconventional  dimen-
sions.  This ''isi  t  ,..,as  combined  ,..,i th an  ordinary meeting of the 
vi or  king Part:y;  the  Group  of Experts  also  had  an  opportunity to 
viev1  a  ::1odern  face  i.l'!  -che  mi:-,e,  ','lhile  others visi  ":ed  the  :'1(::'.': 
coal-~i:'ed power  s~ation currently  bei.~g built. - 18  -
2.  Group  accidents 
No  group accidents  corresponding to  the  usual definition 
x) 
occurred in 1982 
3.  Decisions  of the  Safety  and  Health  Commission 
The  following proposals were  approved  for  submission to 
governments  in accordance  with Art;icle  1  of the  terms  of re-
ference  of the Safety and  Health  Commission 
Rescue  arrar:gements  - Mine  Fires  and  Underground  Combustion 
- Early detection of. fires  i;-.  mines  (Doc.  3258/6/81). 
Adopted  on 19  May  1982. 
Mechanization 
Safety techniques in the operation of belt conveyors 
(Doc.  2193/11/77).  Adopted  on  19  May  1982. 
Oil  and  gas 
- Basic  information which  should  be  contained in drilling 
programmes  of onshore wells.  (Doc.  5657/1/82).  Adopted  on 
23  November  1982. 
- Drilling wellhead safety installations onshore. 
(Doc.  5730/l/82).  Adopted  on  23  November  1982. 
-Production well  completion onshore.  (Doc.  5731/1/82). 
Adopted  en  23  November  1982. 
- Workover  programmes  onshore.  (Doc.  5732/1/82). 
Adopted  on  23  November  1982. 
- Well  control drills onshore  and  training of personnel  in 
charge of well  operations  (Doc.  5733/1/82).  Adopted  on 
23  November  1982. 
Electricity 
-Work on  bare  live  conductors.  (Doc.  5210/8/81).  Adopted  on 
23  November  1982. 
x)  ~roup accidents  :  accidents  involving more  than  5  persons  killed 
or  incapacitated  for  ~ork  ~or longer  than  56  days. - 19  -
In addition  to  these  proposals  to  governmen~~.  the 
Safety  and  Health  Comnission  took cognizance  of documents 
resulting from  the acti  'fi ties of  the  Working Parties and  recommen-
ded  that  they  be  disseminated.  The  documents  are  the  following 
reports 
Rescue  Arrangemeuts,  Mifte  Fires  and  Underground  Corr.bustion 
- The  maintenance  procedures  and  training of personnel where 
chemical  oxygen  self-rescuers are provided  for  use  in 
emergency  (Doc.  2593/3/81)  -Meeting of 19  May  1982. 
The  quality control testing of conveyor belts with textile 
carcass for use  in coal mines  with reference to fire resistance 
(2nd report - Doc.  3471/3/81)  - Meeting of 19  May  1982. 
- Rescue  of trapped miners  by means  of large-diameter boreholes 
drilled from  underground 
(Doc.  5469/81)  - Meeting cf 19 May  1982. 
N.B.  An  educational  film  covering all rescue operaticns ·has  been 
produced by  the  CharboTh~ages de  France with  the  financial 
assistance of the  ECSC. 
Winding  Ropes  and  Shaft Guides,  Winding Engines  and Winches 
- Action required to permit reliable estimation of the  work capa-
city of dynamically stressed components  of winding and haulage 
installations made  of high-tensile steels  (Doc.  3891/80)  -
Meeting of 19  May  1982. 
- Safety regulations  for  winding ropes  and  cappings 
(Doc.  5379/4/78)  - Meeting of  23  November  1982. 
Health  in  ~Hnes 
At  its mee'ting  of 19  May  1982,  the  Safety and Health 
Commission  gave  its opinion on  "studies to  compare  the  various 
gra•.rimetric  dust  r::easuring  and  evaluating methods  used  in the  coal - 20  -
mining industry of Member  States of the  European  Community" 
(Doc.  2125/1/81  and  Doc.  5205/2/81). 
This  opinion is given in full  ln the minutes of the  Working 
Party on  HeQlth  in Mines  (pag~  of this report). 
Human  Factors Affecting Safety 
Report  on workers'  participation in the inspection of under-
ground  min=s  in the  European  Community  for safety and health 
purposes  (Dos.  6250/3/1980). 
It should  also be noted that the Safety and Health Commission, 
at its meeting of 23  November  1982,  gave  an opinion in principle 
on  two  documents  which,  however,  must  be  resubmitted after modifi-
cations to the presentation,  classification of the proposals 
contained therein and  amendments  to the  text  : 
- Proposals to governments 
"The  use  of diesel  engines  underground  in the  extractive 
industries"  (Doc.  5509/11/80). 
"Proposals  on  noise"  (Doc.  6290/2/82) 
-Information report  (i[ necessary,  to be  amended  at a  later stage 
into  a  proposal  to  governments). 
4.  Symposium  for  engineers of the mining administrations of the 
Member  States of the  European  Community_ 
An  information meeting was  held in Luxembourg  on 14 and 
15 December  1982  for  engineers  from  the mining administrations 
of the Member  States of the  European  Community.  The  meeting 
focused  on  the  theme 
"The  activities of the  Safety and Health Commission for  the 
Y!ining  and  Other  Extractive  Industries". 
The  Safety and  Health  Commission  thus  sticks to  established 
practice  in regularly organizing  such  information meetings - 21  -
for  each  of the  parties it represents. 
The  agenda  for  the first day was  subd1vided  into  two 
parallel meetings,  the first given over  to firefighting and  pre-
vention of combustion in mines,  control of firedamp  and  dust 
explosions,  ventilation and  dilution of firedamp  emissions  anu 
electricity.  The  second  session dealt with health in mines,  the 
influence of human  factors,  safety during oil and  gas  prospecting 
and  ~xtraction operations,  haulage of heavy  ~d awkward  loads, 
and  safe  use  of mine  ropes.  An  interesting panel discussion revealed 
the  centres of interest and  the guidelines to be  followed  in future 
work  and  also  the  need  for  the Safety and Health Commission  to liaise 
closely with national administrations. 
One  hundred  and  ten engineers attended  the  symposium.  On 
15 December  1982,  visits were  arranged to coal  and  iron ore mines 
in Lorraine  and  the Saar.  Other participants went  to  two  rescue 
stations,  while  others went  to  Voll~ingen in the Saar to visit an 
electricity gen~rating station incorporating a  fume  desulphurization 
plant. 
5.  Safety  campaigns 
The  four  safety campaigns  entered in the 1981  budget  took 
place  :!.n  1982. 
These  were 
improvement  of safety in exploiting and exploring for oil and 
natural  gas  (Germany).  A film  was  produced  and  shown  at meetings 
of the Working Parties  on  Human  Factors Affecting Safety,  on 
Oil  and  Gas  and  to the Safety and Health  Commission itself; 
- prevention of accidents relating to falls,  travelling  a~d movement 
of mines  underground_ (France); - 22  -
-prevention of coal  dust  explosions  (France); 
- action towards  improving occupational  safety for  new  entrants  to 
the  mining industry  (Germany- United  Kingdom). 
The  1982  budget  enabled  two  other campaigns  to be  financed  : 
- improvement  of offshore diving sa:rety  (United  Kingdom).  In this 
case,  too,  an educational  film  is being_prepared; 
-prevention of accidents related to falls  and  slipping (Ireland). 
This latter campaign is intended fer  the  personnel  in all 
extractive industries. 
The  Secretariat of the Safety and  Health  Commission is grati-
fied at the  diver~ification which  is beginning to extend  the 
safety campaigns  to all the  extractive industries and  involving 
countries which  had  not hitherto taken past in such activities. 
6.  The  functioning of the  Safety and  Health Commission  and its 
Working Parties 
In 1982,  the activity of the Working  Party on Health in Mines, 
which  had  been prepared during 1981  by the work of committees  of 
experts on  "Respirable Dust"  and  "Noise"  went  ahead according to 
plan. 
As  for  the Working  Party on Human  Factors affecting Safety, 
its active participation in the preparation and  development  of 
Community  research into developing new  refresher training methods 
and assessing their potential for  reducing accidents,  should be  noted. 
This  research,  conducted with  substantial  financial aid from 
the  ECSC,  is being  underta~en by  four  countries  and started on 
1  November  1982. 
It is part of  the  second  programme  of  ECSC  research  on  safety 
( x) 
in mines,  subsequent  to  the  Commission Decision of  5  July 1982. 
( x)  Of!'ici.al  Journal  of  the  Suropean  Communi ties  No  C 195 of 
29  July  2.982. - 23  -
This  programme  also  includes  the  main  themes  handled  by  the 
Safety and  Health  Commission,  and  can  thus  cater for  their develop-
ment  through research. 
At  the  ·~nd of the  year,  arrangements  were  made  to give  a  fresh 
start to the activities of the  Working Party on  Common  Accident 
Statistics,  particul~ly in the field of oil and  gas  and  extractive 
industries other  than coalmining. 
7.  Studies 
The  studies selected and  undertaken in 1982  as part of the 
activities of the Safety Health  Commission's  Working Parties are as 
follows  : 
Prospective study of the problems  of data  transmission in 
shafts,  particularly during the rescue of persons or recovery of 
equipment. 
Initial study of the  problems  of inspecting offshore oil 
rigs  and  platforms  for their structural safety. 
Study of systems  for  monitoring combustible  mixtures  in mine 
air  ;  analysis of the results,  and their interpretation as  a  means 
of protecting rescue personnel  fighting fires  and  explosives under-
ground,  expecially during the  sealing-off operation. 
Study of the  methods  of monitoring  ~~d measurement  which  should 
be  used  to  evaluate  the real hazard  to health posed by physical 
agents  and  conditions  (excluding respirable dust)  in mines. - 24  -
8.  Council  Directives 
a)  Council  Directive of 15 February 1982  on  the  approximation of 
the  la'IIS  of the  Member  States  concerning electrical equipment 
for  use  in potentially explosive  atmospheres  in mines  susceptible 
to  firedamp  1) • 
b)  Council Directive of 28 July 1982  on  the  pro~ection of workers 
from  the  ~isks related to  exposure  to metallic lead and its ionic 
compound:::  at work  (first individual Directive within the meanjng 
of Article  8  of Directive  80/1107/EEC  2) •  .. 
Paraeraph  2  of Article 1  stipulates that  :  "This Directive shall 
not  apply to  ••••  mining and  quarrying of lead-containing ores and 
the preparation of lead-ore conceotrate at the site of the mines  or 
quarry". 
The  Commission  intends asking the Safety and Health Commission 
to  draw  up  a  corresponding document  on mining activities not  covered 
by this Directive.  It has  been  agr~ed that this subject· would  be 
brought  to  th~ attention of the  Working Party on Health in Mines. 
The  'asbestos'  Directive is still before  the  Council  3). 
The  Commission  submitted  to  the  Council  on 18 October  1982 its 
'proposal for  a  Directive  on  the protection of workers  from  the risk 
related to exposure  to chemical,  physical  and biological agents  at 
work:  noise  4),_ 
In the  chapter  on  the Working  Party.on Health in Mines,  there 
is a  bri~f Sllilli!lary  of the activities of this Working Party on the 
same  subject  in  u~derground workings. 
l)  Official Journal  of the  European  Cormnuni ties  No  L  59  of  2  March  1982 
2)  Official Journal  of. the  European  Communities  No  L  2<17  of  23  August  82 
3)  Official Journal  of the  European  Communities  No  c 301  of 18  Nov.  1982 
4)  Ofricial  JoU.rnal  of the  European  Communi 'c.i es  No 
,.,  289  of 5  No·"·  1982.  v - 25  -
9.  Examination of the  19th report of the  Safety and  Health  Co~~ission 
The  19th report  (1981)  was  approved  by  the  Safety and  Health 
Commission  at its meeting  on  19  May  1982. 
The  18th report  (1980)  was  presented to the  ECSC  Consultative 
Committee  on  2a  September  1982.  No  special  comments  were  made. 
10.  Secretariat 
As  usual,  there is an  annex  to  the  present report giving  a 
breakdown of the tasks allotted to  the  members  of the  Secr~tariat 
of the  Safety and Health Commission  and  their management  of the 
existing Working Parties. 
The  ar~ex also  provides  a  complete list of the  groups  of 
experts  convened  by the Safety and  Health Commission  to deal with 
the  problems it is responsible  for  under its terms  of reference. 
The  reports  on the activities of the  Working Parties  show  that 
some  of these parties were  unable  to r.take  the  headway  hoped  for. 
Certain activities had  sometimes  to  be  foregone  somewhat  abruptly 
in order  to  deal  with higher priorities.  The  limited resources  of 
the Secretariat are  familiar  and  the situation was  no  different in 
1982. 
The  year  1982  marked  the  25th anniversary of the  existence 
of tne Safety and Health  Commission,  the  9  July 1957 being the 
date it was  set up  subsequent  to a  special decision by the governments 
of the  then six-strong Community. 
A booklet  of a  historical  and  retrospective nature is currently 
being prepared  to  commemorate  the  event. - 27  -
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ACTIVITIES  OF  THE  WORKING  PARTIES 
CHAPTER  A 
RESCUE  ARRANGEMENTS,  MINE  FIRES  AND  UNDERGROUND  COMBUSTION 
There were  two  full meetings of the Working Party,  the first 
in Luxembourg  on 17 March  1982 and the  second in Hasselt  (Belgium) 
on 12  and 13 October 1982.  In addition,  committees  of experts met 
to discuss the  problem of fire resistant fluids,  the preparation 
of the sixth report  on  the specifications for  these fluids,  arran-
gements  for  the prevention and  detection of underground fires  and  the 
sealing-off of districts. 
The  working meeting held in Hasselt was  combined  with a  meeting 
to  commemorate  the  25th anniversary of the setting up  of the 
"Coordinatiecentrum Reddingswezen"  in Hasselt  (see chapter on  the 
general activities of the Safety and Health Commission). 
This  formal  meeting was  preceded by a  visit to the  Hass~lt 
rescue station where  various  oxygen self-rescuers were  demonstrated 
by personnel  accompanied  by  others carrying measuring  instruments. 
There was  also  an opportunity to  see  equipment  for  continuously 
monitoring the  amount  of energy  expended at the place of work  and for 
continuous recording of certain ergonomic  data during effort. 
The  report  on  "The  early detection of fires  in mines" 
(Doc.  3258/6/81)  'lias  adopted by  the Safety and Health  Commission  at 
its meeting on  19  May  1982  as  an  information report. - 30  -
It is a  five-part  document  supplemented  by  three  technical 
annexes  providing tables  indicating the  combustion products  ob-
tained  by  heating the  various materials  found  in mines,  and  the 
pollutants present  in the  mining  enviroilment likely to affect 
systems  f~r the  e~ly detection of fires  and  heatings. 
The  third annex lists the  types  of equipment  (either on  the 
market  or·  cur-rently being developed)  used  for  the  early detection 
on  mine fires. 
The  document  as such  condenses  into a  small  volume  a  large 
quantity of information on  mine  fires,  their characteristics,  the 
various detection methods  which exist or which are being developed, 
and  the essential requirements  to  be  met  by all systems if effective 
protection of the workings is to  be  afforded. 
The  fifth part,  the conclusion,  lists a  package of seven 
proposals  to  goverTh~ents on  the basis of the  foregoing considerations. 
The  Corrmittee  of Experts  which deals with fire resistant fluids 
met  on  17 September  1982  and  on  that occasion put  the  finishing 
touches  to  the  '~ixth report  on fire-resistant hydraulic fluids 
used  in coal mines- specifications and  testing conditions'. 
The  document  has  to be  translated into the  various official 
languages  and  this substantial report will be available  sometime 
in 1983. 
This  sixth report is  an  ~pduting of the  fifth report dating 
back to  1974  and  was  made  necessary by  technological  development. 
The  report  may  be  useful  not  only  in coalmining,  but also  in  ~ther 
ir:dustries  '.'!here  fire resistant fluids  have  to be  used  to reduce 
• - 31  -
the risk of fire  in power  transmission  systems. 
The  second report  on  the  quality control  testing of 
conveyor belts with textile carcass  for  use  in coal  mined  with 
reference to  fire resistance  (Doc.  3471/3/81)  was  accepted  on 
19  May  1982  by  the  Safety and Health Commission  as  an infcrmation 
report. 
The  report  summarizes  the  experience  gained tf'_rough  two 
types  of tests  :  those  based  on  the  Barthel burner  and  those based 
on  the critical  oxygen  index as  described in Doc.  No  1479/8/77(x). 
It does  not  choose  between  these  two  tests, but describes  their 
possible  fields  of application and  consequently recommends  that 
they be  maintained. 
The  Working Party,  with  the  assistance of a  restricted group 
of experts,  began to  assemble  information for  a  study covering the 
techniques of sealing off burnt out or burning districts.  The 
first stage of this project will  be  to collate the  experience gained 
in the different mining areas,  after which  an attempt can be  made 
to establish a  code  of sound practice for  safety experts.  This 
document  could be  available in 1984. 
(x)  See  19th report  of  the  Safe-cy  and  !-:!eaH:h  Commission. - 32 -
CHAPTER  B 
WLNDING  ROPES  AND  SHAFT  GUIDES,  WINDING  ENGINES 
AND  WINCHES 
The  Working Party held  one  full meeting at Gardanne  (France) 
on  5  and  6  October  1982.  The  necessary documents  were  prepared at 
a  restricted meetin~. 
The  Safety and Health Commission  in 1982  recommended  dissemina-
tion of the  information contained in Doc.  3891/80 entitled 
'Reliable assessment of the  work capacity of  d~~~~ically stressed 
components  of winding and  haulage installations made  of high-
tensile steels'.  This  document  had been drawn  up  by the late 
Dr.  H.  Arnold.  Similarly,  the  Safety and Health Commission took 
note of Doc.  5379/78 entitled  'Safety regulations for  winding ropes 
and  cappings'. 
The  latter is a  synthesis of the  minimum  safety requirements 
and  directives in force  in the  Member  States. 
It thus  condenses  into a  compact  and practical volume  a  series 
of data  (breaking loads,  safety coefficients,  monitoring,  inspections, 
losses or st=anding,  etc)  which  are significant and useful  from  the 
point of view of preparation of future  projects for  the Working 
Party. 
The  Werking  Party's programme  of work for  the years 1983-87 was 
accepted by  the  Safety  and  Health  Commission at its meeting on 
23  November  1982.  It sets out  the priority tasks  i~ ths field  and 
puts  forward  certain themes  for  research  (Doc.  3257/2/81). - 33  -
CHAPTER  C 
ELECTRICITY 
The  Working Party held  two  full meetings  on  9  March  1982 
and  3  June  1982. 
The  dis<;ussions  were  prepared by six restricted or drafting 
meetings. 
The  Council  adopted  the Directive on  the approximation of the 
l~ws of the Member  States concerning electrical equipment  for 
use  in potentially explosive  atmospheres  in mines  susceptible to 
firedamp,  on 15 February l982(x). 
This Directive will  come  into force  on  2  September  1983  and 
electrical equipment  for  use in mines  susceptible to firedamp  can 
thereafter circulate freely within the  Community  provided it com-
plies with the  harmonized  European  standards  a1·1d  requirements laid 
down  in this Directive. 
The  Safety and Health  Commission at its meeting of 
23  November  1982  adopted  the  proposal to national governments  dra~~ 
up  by  the Working Party on  'Work on bare live conductors' 
(Doc.  5210/8/81). 
This  proposal  arose  following  a  long series of accidents  in 
Community  mines  occasioning  the  death of 78  miners  between  1965  and 
1979  and  caused  by  firedamp  iginited by  electric sparks while elec-
tricians  were  working  on  live  equipment.  The  analysis  of these acci-
dents  brought  out  four  common  points  : 
abnormal  increase  in firedamp  levels in three of these accidents, 
subsequent  to disruption in the ventilation prior to  the 
accidents; 
(x)  Official Journal  of the  European Communities  No  L  S9  of 2  March  1982. - 34  -
- there was  apparently  no  check on  the  :iredamp level  immediately 
upwind  and  in the vicinity of the  area  i~ which  the electricians 
were  working; 
- the  electricians were  working  on  unprotected live electrical 
equipment  in order  to repair or modify it; 
- it seems  t~.1at  there  was  not  always  coordination bet·o'lecn  the 
electricity department  and  the  mining department. 
The  proposal  to~ the  governmen~s comprises  a  oeries of measures 
devoted  exclusively to  the risk of electrocution,  including burnz 
which  occur  during work in mines  or districtb not liable to  be 
affected by  firedamp. 
Nevertheless,  these measures,  whi~h may  be  taken in a  specific 
framework,  are  subordinated to  the decision of the state authority 
responsible  for authorizing work on or in the vicinity of bare live 
components. 
These  proposals  are preceded by  an analysis of the regulations 
in force  in the  Member  States. 
In accordance  with its terms  of reference the Working Party 
began work  on  'Connecting devices'.  A rough draft has  been prepared 
and  studied by  the  Working Party and  could  be  forwarded  to  the 
Safety and  Health  Commission  in 1983. - 35  -
CHAPTER  D 
FLAMMABLE  DUSTS 
In 1982  the  Working  Party rt!verted  to its normal  pattern 
of work.  T•.'lo  f;.tll  meetings  were  held,  on  10  .M:l.rch  1982  and 
3  November  1982. 
The  doc~~ents to  be  discussed were  prepared by three 
restricted meetings. 
The  symposium  held  on  5  November  1981  and  mentioned  in the 
19th report of the  Safety Health Commission gave rise to the 
publication of a  booklet which is obtainable  from  the 
S  t  .  +-(x)  ecre  ar~a~  . 
Significant among  the many  new  activities of the Working 
Party is 
a  comparative analysis of the practical application of water-
trough barriers in the  United Kingdom  and  on  the  continent 
(Doc.  5370/82).  This  document  clears up  several misunder-
standings  and  was  drawn  up  after a  study visit. 
The  Working Party took note of the latest developments  achie-
ved  through practical tests on water-trough barriers in Germany 
(Doc.  5473/82). 
The  advantage  of wide-action barriers was  apparent  even 
in the  case of slowly-propagating explosions.  This  arrangement 
of the  troughs  is in fact effective in suppressing an  explosion 
because  among  the different lines of troughs  there is always 
one  which is exposed  to  the  optimum  pressure for it to  function. 
~1ethane concentrations  varied from  7  to  12%;  explosion velocity 
varied  between  25  and  600  m/s.  The  maximum  speed recorded was 
1000  m/s. 
(x)  EUR  7908 - 36  -
7.here  is a  highly significant film  on  these tests,  showing 
in detail how  an explosion originates,  spreads,  cl·osses  through 
th8 barriers and  stops. 
With  a  vie~,.  to  planning its ·,.;ark  schedule,  the  Working 
Party has  drawn  up  a  five-year  programme  (Doc.  5964/3/81)  covering  , 
the period 1982-87. 
This  document  ~as supplemented  by  Documents  published since 
1  January 1971  (Doc.  5749/82),  including those  aubmitted at the 
symposium  he:d on  5  November  1981. 
The  "Memento"  drawn  up  in 1971  (Doc.  650/1/71)  has  been 
brought  up  to date;  it includes a  questionnaire to be  completed  .. 
by enterprises and  to be  sent to  the  competent authorities,  with 
a  copy  to  the Safety and Health  Commission  (Doc.  6538/82). 
The  purpose of this questionnaire,  which  could later on be 
processed by  computer,  is to yield data en accidents involving 
explosions with  a  view to preventing such occurrences. 
The  Working Party noted three research projects to be  included 
in the  safety in mines  programme. 
The  first involves  the  study of explosions with a  long 
build-up(>  150m)  and  the means  of neutralizing them  (Experimental 
mine- Dortmund). 
The  second  concerns  the  methods  for  sampling neutralized dust 
and  anvisages  the  establishment of statistics and  conclusions 
(Iniex- Colfontaine). 
. 
The  third concerns  the prevention of the  onset of a  dust 
explosio~ by partial nitrogen inertisation.  The  intention is to 
achiveve  inertisation of the  atmosphere  behind  the  stoppings - 37  -
const:..-ucted  in the  event of fire  ( Cerchar-Pari_s) . 
Lqstly,  the  Working  Party  took  note  of accidents  which  had 
occurred  in Community  mines;  no  casualties had  been recorded. - 38  -
CHAPTER  E 
C0~40N ACCIDENT  STATISTICS 
The  Working  Part:y did  not  meet  in  1~82. 
At  the  end  of the  year,  it was  envisaged to start these 
activities again,  particularly as regards oil and gas drilling 
operations. 
Special  terms  of reference for  this context were  drawn  up 
by  the  Safety and  Health  Commission  on  23  November  1982. - 39  -
CHAPTER  F 
HEALTH  IN  MINES 
The  composition of this Working  Party was  recast  in order 
to  meet  its new  responsibilities and met  on  26  March  and 
22  October 1982. 
Two  doc...:ments  were  examined  ~nd submitted  to  the Safety and 
Health  Ccmmission.  The  first concerns  dust  measurement  and  is the 
report  on  a  Community  research project entitled  :  "  Studies to  .. 
compare  the  various gravimetric dust measuring and  evaluating 
methods  used  in the  coalmining industry of the Member  States of 
the  European  Communities"(x). 
This  project involved the measurements  of dust  concentrations 
recorded by the different samplers,  and  the  assessment  of dust 
concentration classifications in workings  resulting from  these 
measurements  and  the national regulations. 
The  Safety and  Health Commission gave its opinion on this 
report  (Doc.  5205/2/81),  noting that there is a  close correlation 
between the  measurements  of dust  concentrations recorded by  the 
different samplers,  taken  two  by  two  in each  country and  used 
in the  same  way  as  in their country of origin. 
It is thus  possible to  estimate  the dust level the 
apparatus  would  have  indicated  from  the  value  provided by  any 
one  of the  other samplers  used  instead of it in a  working having 
the  same  average  characteristics as  those  underlying the  national 
campaign under  consideration. 
(x)  ECSC  research contract no  6253-23-2-072 - 40  -
The  assessment of dus-r:-related hazards  made  in each  country  has 
shown  that,  in general,  the  workings  are ranked  in the  same 
order of hazard whatever  the  method  employed. 
The  second  document  entitled  :  "Proposals  on noise" 
(Doc.  6290/2/82)  presents  the  opin..i.on  of the  Safety and Health 
Ccmmission  on  the regulations concerning noise in underground 
workings. 
The  presentation of this document  is virtually concomitant 
with that of the  Commission's draft directive to the Council. 
It is thus  somew~at difficult for  the delegations  to  examine  two 
document~ on the  same  subject and containing certain variants. 
However,  by virtue of its terms  of reference,  the  Safety and 
Health Commission has  a  solid basis fer submitting proposals 
relating to the  extractive industries to national governments. 
Moreover,  it is not  clear,  at the  time  of this report, 
whether  the  Council  will or not  include  mines  in the  scope  of 
its directive. 
The  discussions  on the  document  brought  out  two  sets of 
arguments  : 
- mines  constitute a  very specific working  environme~t; this is 
made  ~erfectly clear in the first part of the  document; 
nevertheless,  under  no  circumstances  should miners  be  afforded 
less protection than the  workers  of any  other industrial 
sectors. 
Consequently,  the  document  has  been acknowledged  as valid for 
mines;  it will  be  reviewed  by  the  Safety and Health Commiss..i.on  at 
the start of l983.  For  the  time  being,  it is to be  considered as 
a:::  i.nformation report ·to  be  submitted  to  the  national governments; 
it will  thus  fulfil  the  p~pose for  which it was  intended. - 41  -
Depending  on  the  prog~ess made  in drawing  up  the  Council 
directive  ~d the  provisions it will contain,  this informaticn 
report  m~y subsequently be  chang~d  i~to a  proposal  to  the national 
governme~ts in accordance with  the  terms of reference of the 
Safety and  Health  Commission. - 42  -
CHAPTER  G 
Hl~AN FACTORS  AFFECTING  SAFETY 
The  Working  Party held  one  full  meeting  on  1  July 1982. 
The  meeting  had  been prepared  by  a  restricted meeting. 
The  comnittee  responsible for  preparing,  and  subsequently, 
organizing tne  Community  research proJect  included in the  "Safety 
in Mines"  progranune  met  four  times. 
At its meeting on 19 May  1982,  the Safety and  Health 
Commission  adopted  the  information report entitled "Report  on 
workers'  participation in the  inspection of underground mines 
in the  Community  for safety and  health purposes"  (Doc.  6250/3/80). 
Tne  Working Party took note of the final reports  on  the  two 
sufety campaigns  financed  by  the  Community  in 1981,  viz.: 
-Manipulation of supports at the  face  or  face  ends  (Belgium). 
-Handling of heavy  loads  (Germany). 
The  recent  safety campaigns  were  supplemented by  a  series of 
educational  films,  including  : 
- Preventicn of accidents  and  industrial diseases in the quarries 
of  Tosca~y (ENPI-Rome); 
Prevention of accidents  in exploiting and prospecting for oil 
and  natural  gas  (produced by  the Steinbruchsberufsgenossenschaft 
Hannover); 
Hazard-free materials handling  (Charbonnages  de  France). - 43  -
The  Working Party expressed  a  favourable  opinion on 
subsidizing a  film  on  accident prevention during offshore diving 
in the  context of oil drilling. 
The  Working  Party  and  the  research committee  got  down  to 
the  task of preparing and organizing the  Community  research pro-
gramme  on  developing new  refresher training methods  and  assessment 
of their potential for  reducing accidents  (see Chapter 6). 
The  coordination committee  comprising the research project 
leaders meets  from  time  to  time  under  the  chairmanship of a  member 
of the Working Party so as  to ensure  good coordination of the work, 
objectives and  forwarding of results  (see annex for  composition). - 44  -
·cHAPTER  H 
VENTILATION,  FIREDfu~P AJill  OTHER  MINE  GASES 
During :982,  the  Working  Party held  two  full meetings, 
on  7  January anu  3  Novembe1·  1982. 
The  documents  discussed were  prepared  by  a  rest~icted 
meeting. 
The  draft proposal  to governments  entitled  "Requirem~nts 
for workings with auxiliary ventilation in which  dust control 
and air conditioning equipment is used in mines  subject to 
firedamp  hazard"  is being finalized  and  could be  submitted  to  the 
Safety and Health Commission in 1983. 
The  Working ?arty examined  the details of  the  Ibbenbtirer. 
accident  (21  August  1981)  when  an outburst of firedamp  occurred 
accompanied  by  the  projection of a  large quantity of coal;  eight 
miners  were  killed and  seven others  injured. 
It was  decided  to organize  a  symposium  on the problem of 
outbursts;  this would  provide an opportunity to keep  abreast 
of the latest experience gained in this field.  The  reference 
document  will be  the  3tudy drawn  up  by  Mr  Belini(x). 
The  "Study of the  combinations  of materials suitable for  the 
impellers  and  housing of auxiliary fans,  in order to reduce  the 
hazard of  sp~ks being produced  by  friction between the  constituent 
parts" was  finalized by  the Health  a11d  Safety Executive Explosion 
and  Flame  Laboratory  (SMRE)  on  the  basis of material supplied 
by  Be::gi urn,  France  and. Germany. 
(x)  See  19th Report  of the  Safety and  Health  Commission - 45  -
The  final  report  on  these tests was  submitted  on  3  Novemoer  1982 
to the  Working  Party which will continue its examination and  draw 
up  its proposal  in 1983. 
The  Working  Party studied the  events leading up  to the 
Cardowan  (United  Kingdom)  explosion on  27 January 1982. 
This  explosion unce  again stressed the  importance of problems 
related to auxiliary ventilation,  of the risk of firedamp  ignition 
represented  by  winning  and drivage machines,  and also of the high 
level of coordinati;n necessary between the various operations 
underta~en in underground. - 46  -
CHAPTER  I 
MECHANIZATION 
The  Working Party on Mechanization held one  full•meeting  on 
23 February :982,  for l'lhich  the  documents  were  prepared by  two 
restricted meetings. 
The  Safety and Health Commission  thus finally received the 
proposal relating to  "Safety techniques  for belt conveyors" 
(Doc.  2193/11/77),  which it approved at its meeting of 19  May  1982. 
This  document  analyses  the main  causes of accidents arising 
from  the operation of belt conveyors. 
In accordance with its terms of reference,  it formulates 
primary safety measures relating to construction and  installation, 
to the transmission of motive power,  to controls,  to braking systems, 
to cleaning devices  and  to  the adaptation of the belt conveyor 
to the workload it must  take. 
Secondary safety  meas~es concern the closing off of hazard 
areas,  signalling arrangements,  stopping systems  and monitoring. 
Moreover,  a  specific set of rules has been drawn  up  for mansiding 
installations and safety instructions prepared. 
The  Working Party is currently preparing  two  studies. 
The  first concerns  the  "Safety problems  in the operation of 
overhead monorails,  in particular wehen  used for  mansiding and  on 
sloping and  curved sections". - 47  -
The  problem raised by monorails  also fall within the  sphere 
of activity of the  Working Party on Winding Ropes  etc.,  which  mea~s 
that cooperation between the  two  working parties is necessary; 
this will  be  arranged. 
The  second  study deals with the safety problems  involved in 
locomotive  haulage. 
The  stage the qocument  has reached means  that it can probably 
be  adopted by  the  Safety and Health Commission in 1983. - 48  -
CHAPTER  J 
STRATA  CONTROL  AND  STABILITY  OF  GROUND 
The  Working Party did not meet  in 1982 because of priorities 
established for  oth~ sectors. - 49  -
CHAPTER  K 
OIL,  GAS  AND  OTHER  MATERIALS  EXTRACTED  BY  BOREHOLE 
Two  meetings of the Working  Party were  he1d  on 
24 February  1982  and  30  September  1982. 
The  discussions  on onshore drilling were  prepared by  two 
restricted meetings 
A special meeting on  22  June  1982 convened the sector 
specialists for their opinion on the safety measures  to be taken 
for these drilling operations. 
A restricted meeting discussed safety training for offshore 
drilling operations. 
Lastly,  the preparation of the international symposium  on 
"Safety and Health in the Oil  and  Gas  Extractive Industries 
(Luxembourg,  19 and  20 April 1983)  involved two  meetings of 
experts. 
A series of six documents  containing six proposals to govern-
ments  and  concerning onshore  dri.lling operations was  prepared in 
1982.  This  involved adapting to onshore installations the rules 
governing offshore installations already accepted by the Safety 
and Health Commission  {see 18th  a~d 19th reports): 
Basic information which  should be  contained in drilling pro-
grammes  of onshore wells  (Doc.  5657/1/82). 
Drilling wellhead safety installations onshore  (Doc.  5730/1/82). 
-Production well  completion onshore  (Doc.  5731/l/82). 
- Workcver  programmes .onshore  (Doc.  5732/1/82). - 50  -
Well  control drills onshore  and  training of personnel in 
charge of well  operations  (Doc.  5733/1/82). 
Documentation  on  onshore  wells  (Doc.  5735/1/82). 
All  these proposals  were  accepted by the Safety and Health 
Commission at its meeting on  23  November  1982. 
The  7th proposal  concerning a  "Method  of presenting stati-
stics of accidents resulting from  the  explorati~n for  and  exploi-
tation of minerals  by  borehole  (onshore)"  (Dot:.  5734/l/82)  will 
be  resubmitted to  the Safety and Health Commission  once  this 
document has  been examined by the Working Party on Accident 
Statistics for its opinion. 
Dt~ing 1982,  a  restricted group  drafted a  document  on  the 
safety training of personnel  working on oil rigs. This  document 
will be  submitted to  the Safety and Health Commission in 1983. 
The  Working Party is kept posted on accidents during offshore 
drilling operations and  thus received the results of the inquiry 
into the Alexander Kielland accident in the  form of Report  No  67 
to the Starting of the Norwegian Ministry of Labour. 
There was  also information on  an accident on  a  platform of 
the  Newfoundland  coast in Canadian waters  on 15 February 1952. 
This  accident claimed 84 lives. 
Six persons lost their lives in a  helicopter accident in the 
British sector on  14 September 1982.  These  transport accidents are 
worrying,  for  in this  same  sector,  helicopter accidents  claim as 
many  lives as  those which  occur during drilling operations. - 51  -
Moreover,  in onshore  operations,  a  blowout  followed  by  a 
fire  occurred in January 1982 at Hatfield Moor  in Yorkshire. 
There  were  no  casualties,  but  the  group of experts was  confronted 
with  an unusual  aspect in as  much  as  the  blowout  occurred at a 
totally unexpected  depth  below ground. 
A preliminary conclusion can be  drawn  from-the  above,  viz. 
the need  for precautions against blowouts  even when  drilling 
operations are carried out for purposes other than prospection or 
extraction of hydrocarbons.  Similarly,  the  equipment used must  be 
well suited to  the beds  which must  be drilled through,  and  the 
personnel  involved must  be  adequately trained. 
The  Safety and Health Commission liaises with organizations 
which  deal with health and  safety problems  in the oil and natural 
gas  extractive industries.  For  instance,  a  member  of the Secre-
tariat sat in as  an observer at the Conference  on Safety Pollution 
Safeguards  in the Development of N.W.  European Offshore Resources 
held in Oslo  on  10-13 May  1982. 
The  same  person provides an interdepartemental liaison with 
the Directorate-General  for  the  Environ~ent,  Consumer  Protection 
and  Nuclear Safety which is kept  informed of drilling incidents 
likely to have repercussions  on marine or land  environment. - 52  -
CHAPTER  L 
COMMITTEE  OF  EXPERTS  ON  THE  USE  OF 
DIESEL  ENGINES  IN  THE  EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES 
The  Committee  of Experts held one meeting on  24  September 1982 
at which it was  decided to  forward  to the Safety and Health 
Commission  the proposal  to national  governments  entitled "The  use 
of diesel  engines  underground in the extractive industries" 
(Doc.  5509/11/80).  The  relevant texts were  prepared by two 
restricted meetings. 
The  document  examines  the risks to he~th (due  to pollutant 
emission from  running engines),  the risk of fire and the risk 
of explosion in environments susceptible to  firedamp. 
The  proposals relate to the reduction of these risks during 
the operation of diesel-powered  equipment  underground.  These 
engines power at least 1  900  locomotives  and 160 tyred vehicles in 
coal-mines  and  approximately 650  locomotives  and  4  200  tyred 
vehicles in other mines.  There is a  special section on the research 
topics which  ought to be  taken into consideration. 
On  23  November  1982,  the Safety and Health Commission 
acknowledged the value and  significance of this work  and  approved 
the  subject matter of the  document,  while at the same  time  expres-
sing the  hope  that the proposals  - which ultimately constitute 
the basis of national  legislation - be  reviewed and  expressed more 
clearly. PART  III 
COMMON  ACCIDENT  STATISTICS - 55  -
1.  Tables 
The  following  tables  are  to  be  found  at  the  end  of  this  chapter. 
Table  Ia  giving  the  number  of  victims  of  accidents  by  cause,  location and 
period of  incapacity;  table  Ib  is derived  from  this  and  shows  the  frequency 
rates  which  are obtained  by  dividing  the  total  number  of  accidents  by  the 
number  of  manhours  spent  underground. 
A  table  is  provided  for  each  country  where  there  is  a  large  underground 
coal  mining  industry. 
Tables  2a  and  2b  are  summary  tables  showing  the  long  term  trend  of  accident 
rates  from  all  causes  and  from  group  accidents. 1 
2.  Total  of  accidents 
A  summary  of  the  main  changes  as  compared  with  1981  has  been  given  in 
chapter  I  of this  report.  It  was  noted  that  fatal  accidents  were  down  by  10 
from  109  to  99  in  1982  and  serious  injuries were  down  by  592  to  53410  total 
accidents  down  by  8030  to  62504. 
3.  Examination  of  the  frequency  rates. 
The  following  table  shows  the  changes  in  the  per  capita  risk  as  measured'by 
the  frequency  of  accidents  per  million  man  hours  worked. 
It  can  be  seen  that  the  reduction  in  frequency  rates  is  less  marked  than 
the  total  number  of  accidents.  This  is  due  to  a  smaller  number  of  hours 
worked  consequent  of  the  low  level  of  demand. 
1  Group  accidents  are.defined  as  those accidents  which  result  in  5  or  more 
persons  in  total  being  killed  or  seriously  injured  causing  them  to  be 
absent  from  work  for  more  than  56  days. Incapacity 
Falls 
Transpo'rt 
Slipping,  falling! 
stumbling 
Machines,  tools 
and  supports 
Falling  Objects 
and  other  causes 
TOTAL 
- 56  -
1982  Frequency 









56  days  21-56  days!  4-20  days 
I 
ACCIDENTS  per  Mio.  MANHOURS 
1.72  5.41  15.32 
1.  41  2.70  5.68 
3.18  10.56  21.43 
1.27  4.78  12.09 
2.13  7.03  18.90 
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Changes  in the  Frequency  of all accidents 
occurring underground  - 1977  to 1982 
FataL 
accident  56  days  21-56  days!  4-20  days 
I 
I 
ACCIDENTS  PER  MIO.  MANHOURS 
0.101  11.49  41.77  99.60 
0.248  11.60  39.99  98.97 
0.235  10.76  36.65  91.62 
0.250  9.89  34.07  87.02 
0.194 .  10.54  32.64  82.15 








Over  the  six  years  covered  by  this  table  the  total  frequency  rate  for  all 
accidents  has  dropped  consistently  from  152.410  to  113.810.  However  the 
main  part  of  this  improvement  has  been  concentrated  in  the  4-20  day  and  21 
- 56  day  accidents  whilst  Little  reduction  has  been  achieved  in  the  risk  of 
serious  or  fatal  accident.  Thus  the  improvement  in  the  total  number'  of 
these  serious  accidents  has  been  Largely  due  to  a  reduced  Level  of 
production  and  improved  productivity  whch  has  reduced  the  number  of  persons 
at  risk. 
4.  Causes  of  accidents 
In  Last  years  report  it was  shown  that  90X  of  accidents  occurred  from  five 
major  causes. - 58  -
This  pattern  was  repeated  in  1982.  However  the  injuries  from  falls  of 
ground  and  transport  appear  to  be  of  a  more  serious nature,  as  shown  by  the 
fact  that  34%  and  35  % of  fatalities  occur  in  these  two  categories.  This 
can  be  seen  from  the  following  summary  table. 
I.  Falls of  ground  20%  of  the  total  accidents 
II. Transport  9% 
II  II  II 
III. Stumbling,  falling or  slipping  29% 
II  II  II 
IV.  Machiniery  17% 
II  II  II 
v.  Falling objects  17% 
II  II  II 
The  importance  of  stumbling,  falling  and  slipping  has  already  been  remarked 
on,  and  it  should  be  noted  that  of  the  total  of  accidents  resulting  in  more 
than  56  days  of  absence,  at  Least  30%  arise from  this  single  cause.  One  is 
bound  to  pose  the  question  of  what  can  be  done  to  reduce  the  frequency  of 
this  type  of  accident.  Greater  emphasis  in  recent  years  on  the  elimination 
of  Long  walking  distances  underground  to  and  from  work,  by  the  installation 
of  manriders  should  have  reduced  these  accidents.  But  can  such  items  as 
improved  non-slip  footwear,  more  attention  to  cleanliness  and  tidyness  in 
roadways,  better preparation  of  walking  tracks,  and  better  illumination  in 
places  where  persons  move  about  on  foot,  have  an  effect  on  the  frequency  of 
stumbling,  falling  and  slipping  accidents?  Further  documented  research  and 
perhaps  safety  campaigns  seem  to  be  required  • 
.  · 
5.  Group  accidents 
There  was  one  group  accident;  this  resulted  from  a  fall  of  ground  in  France 
in  a  heading  which  caused  two  deaths  and  5  serious  injuries. 
6.  Long  term  trends 
The  Long  term  trend  remains  positive  both  in  total  numbers  of  accidents  and 
as  measured  by  the  reduction  iri  the  per  capita  risk  of  accident  to  all 
persons  working,  underg~ound  in  coal  mines,  as  shown  by  tables  3A  or  38. 
With  the  use  of  more  massive  support  systems,  falls of  ground  have  became  a 
reduced  proportion  of  total accidents,  and  the  main  causes  of  these  are  now - 59  -
either  transport  or  movement  of  the  victim  about  the  mine.  With  the 
increasing  weight  of  many  items  of  plant,  attention  will  be  required  to 
systems  of  handling  heavy  equipment,  machines  and  tools. 
7.  Future  developments  in  the  collection of  statistics 
The  figures  available  deal  only  with  underground  accidents  in  the  coal 
mining  sector.  It  is  apparant  that  the  Terms  of  Reference  for  the  Safety 
and  Health  Commission  extend  to  cover  all the  extractive  industries  and  an 
initial  step  should  be  made  to  agree  standardised  forms  for  reporting 
accidents  in  the other  sectors of  these  industries  which  are  not  presently 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 65  -
ANNEX 
Explanatory  notes  - Tables  1 
1.~ 
The  !-tiftu  Safacy  aiUI  Nulth  C~iuioft't atathtiu thould only covel'  vi.cti11t  of  acci ..  au 
u•ular~~:rouatl,  laclutliaa acclftfttl wt.ich  occu1' ""'" •" -car and  laava  the c••••  aftd  vtt.ih 
the c•••• au  \ft •tioft, 
An  accidanc  cauaiftll  tM daath of  ct.. vied• vithift  S6  tlaya  followi.n11  tM accidaftt,  Yicti•a 
dyiaa •n tMn  S6  .ttar the day  of  the  accidaftt  thoul4  H't  N  iac.l....lad  in  c~ fatal ac:d-
daat  cataaory but  ift  thet of  accidenu .-uultin• i."  incapacity  i.nvohi.\11:  n  abunca rr-
vork of •ra than  56  tlaya. 
).  ,.aUOI\t  covnad by  the nathtiu 
Tha  Uatiatica eow,t  victiM aM ..  ,  acci.daftU, aver,... vho  it tha  victi• of  an  acci4tiftt 
vtt.ila  actually  uMar•r~ aa wll aa  du1'ift~t  daacaftt  aft4  atcaftt  thould  ba  inelutlall.  Victi•• 
can  therefor. oat,.  M  111•ara,  au,.rvbon, lftlkiMau  01'  au.ff llalonaina  to co ..  crac:cor  fi.All. 
Sltitc:a  AM  •.-~t•r of  hour• vorllacl  lily  tM pereoaa on  the  MHa ef  tha •iM and  other  ataff 
balonaiaa ta a  •in•r•'  aoeial  i.1Uyraoaee  ech ...  ;  ac.couat  ahOulcl  ba  uken both of  extra ahifu 
au ovarc:i•. 
TM  pariCHI  of  ufareaca aclopucl  i.a  the  peri.ocl  of  actual  aapoaure  to  riak;  ona  therefore 
c.-u axua ahifu .... ovarci .. ia  talllt of h• actuallJ worltad  aftcl  not  of n••r of 
hoyra  pai.cl. 
5.  Acci,.au ·raut 
'n\a  fn.a.cy ntaa au arriH4 at  lty  cli.vidi."l  tha  .. .-.r of accidanta of  a  aivan cata ..  ry 
lty  tM toul ._..  ..  af  U.au  apaftt  Oft  all  t)'flaa  ot -1'k ""'•rarouftcl. 
CAUSES  or  ltCClDI!ft'S 
I.  Palla af Cnwwl a-' locka 
It ......  t  ,..,.  ..  .cci  ...  u  ceu ... tty  falh et arouM •••hi  .. r.-.. ••  of tM  faccau 
i•cl•a4 _..r ...  c  ...  r  cac.a ..  ry,  tar ..  ..,la the  wM  of a-.loaivea ....  la•i• af  fir.._. 
ar clwu. ar .. Mt ..  l'lt. Acci._lt ceu  ..  cl  tty  falla of ate• i.a  a,..,... wata ....  ,. M  ia-
cl..._. la tlrlli.a  cata ..  I'J\ .. ttM  ott..r MM.  ac:ci..-.u dud  .. tM atwl  .. af weata .-.a• 
M  cl  ..... ia cat  ...  ...,  5  "Palla of Oltjacu".  Acct.clanu c.•e4 Q  ..ceriala ~lMd  .. t• 
-•  aft  ... falU., r  .... tiMh Ml\al'al ,.aiti• an i.actUife4  ut~~ftr cat ...  .., 1 "Falla af 
.~  ... a.cl  r.cka", uc.,c wtMn  i.t  ia a  caaa at •uriah Ht  i.ft •tiM tty .- utarMl 
ca.aM  a hal' Hut c-i  .. ta  raat. 
tt. TI'&MP!!'t 
Acciclnu u ..... lily  aay •na of  traaaparr: whether  atatioMry ar  i.a ..ci-. -.M4  ta Mrry 
... or ollljaua at ca..  face,  ia other •rki  ..  a,  ift  roadwJ••  iA  aNita,  n.,lo •"•• ole,, 
i.acl•iaa acci ..  ata e••  .. lily  the ...  i.aaa  previcliaa •tiva ,._, far tra•.,.rc. fti.l cace-
....  ,  i.ac:l..,at,  for  • ....,h, acci.cl.au  c.au ... ~, 1-.a of  coat  latH  .. fr. a  c...,.,., ..  lt 
or  ltlacka at.,.. r .... a  tuiJ  loa4 .. vith tiM  ...  ,  .....  ovaa  the .. ca-. ... ...._ ...... ar caal 
an prajact  .. lu.ri .. their cloaca•t .._ •  fia  .. chuta.  M  acciclo•t  , ...... lty  t ........ ..._h 
ar  tM clrivi. .. •ca..•i• ef  a  crana,art ayu• ahM&lcl  aho M  iMh_  .. iA  cau  ..  ry  II  "Tr...-
fOrt". 
llecuacutl:oa _e4UII04  liiJ  a  trotter vira a-.  tel  M  'nc:l\Miacl  iA  ~ata  ..  rJ It "!l.cui.citJ•, 
Truaporc ...,i,...t vt.ida ca•  racaivt~ pr..,_u ••-• tN '*-h af  ita  la  ..  t" ..., •i•taltt. 
•  co.ci..,...a flaw. 
All  ather  ••~'~• a(  tra•apon. 
Ttt.h  cata  ..  I'J  ahovlcl  inc  lucia  acc"a"ta cau.ao4  partic"lady ~, aki.p.a,. caaa  ...  ki.ltltlaa,  aa 
vell •• acci•a•u  invol¥ie.a ••  or  o~j.cu fall ina rr- cMaa cAaaa,  allipa ar  lli~ltlaa,  ...  ,. 
heula&•••  lac-ti.  ..  a, ...  uila, dockina ..... aMI  other  aiailar clovicea. 
falla af •• iata a  shaft or  atapla  pi.t,  falla  lft  ••••rat,  acllllltlaa,  ali.pa,  kaoctr.a  a..t  IM.IIIt•. 
aprai•• of  li. ..  a, ate., whatever  the causa,  a_,.ld  h  iMlv4a4,  aa  1••11:  ••  l.ha  ~aaic caw" 
af  tha acciclaftt  ia tM viccia'a _....,..  ..  ,  thrau•h tho aiu  \ft  the  Clkll'l&  of  or at  the  pl.aca 
of wrk ... M  •••• of  tra•a  ..  rt  is i•.,.l•_.;  tha  \attar  aho~o~lcl  ~~ inch.,  .. in cau,orJ tl 
''Tnaa,.rc" ar  ttl It  "Falla of vi.cti• cluri.ftl  ocMr  acti-.oi.tiaa"  retpoc:UvolJ. 
Falla af •• i11to  a  shaft  ar  atapla  pi.r,  fall•  i.n  aaftll'al,  u~~A~aoloa,  •lipa,  luwcka  .tncl  ..._,., 
aprai•• af li  ..  ,  ate., aa  \OIIJI  aa  tha  fall  w.ta  c.tua .. buically  bJ .... particular  .acci.vUJ 
......  ,  .,, th •  ._.,of the victi• a~t t:oa  •i,.,a,  wt'lich  ia  covered  i"  Itt a. 
Thia  cacoaatJ'  ehould oalJ  i.ncbtda acci4enta ur..aed  bJ  tha vicci• fa\lin1  dt.artRI  his  aci.~A~-1 
-rk a .. not  4uri.ft1  cka  cO\Irae  of •"i"l alteuc  tha •ina aa  undar· cateaorJ ttt •  "fall• of 
vi.cti• wtt.ila .owi .. aiiiM.It  t~ airte". 
IV.  Hac:hi.Ma,  cooh  aacl  twmru 
a)  !tachi.aoa 
4c.cl:4anta  ca.a .. "' -.,,... povari"- a --•  of  traftapert  should  b•  ~ncl;.uted  in catiiOI'J'  ll 
'"Trafta,.rt".  Cat&IOI'J  lV  cow•r•  •~ciclo•t• occ-.rn•a duriftl  tha uart  i.n~t  v.p  and  runn1n1  of 
other -hiMt. 
Aceiclallta  ca111.aacl  "' ..  chtMa  fallin1 "hila lil•lnl •v•cl utll  Ita  1nClv.dacl  '" cuaaory V  ''Falla 
of  at.jacca". 
It)  T•ll 
C.toeor1  tv covera  accid•nc• cav.&e4  by  ch• u- of  tOOl I  auch  ••  por~abh drilh,  clri lls •• 
ataNa,  U.-d  aawa,  ,..._.etc picka,  li.ftin&  1•ar~  pv.a~ora,  arc.  Ac:ctclanta  c~aad ""  f•ll~­
toola  '""'lei~·  p.at  tftto  cataaorJ  V ''Falla of  ObJect•  . 
c)  S.,.rtl 
With  ra~~:ar4  co  accicla•u  occYUi.nl 4uriftl tM ha..ct\ 1na  of  S\lfpo~ta only  t!Wtta  i.~~olvina 
,.._ utti• "''or r...,val of  thi.a  ••wi,..nt  thewld  be  \~luclacl  \1\  cataaorJ  tV.  •  ~v.po~t 
or  OM  of  ita c ....  •anta  fallt 4uri."•  tr•n•ttorc.  c!'le  ac('tdant  ahould  be  u\cludacl  '"  ~•te 
aory  V ..,alla of  objact1". - 66  -
·H~Jory  I\'  only  .:over• •ctldanca ariainc  fro•  th•  u .. a,nt  .,.., ...  nt  of -chtnaa  cooll al\d 
tqul~nt;  lt  ll -phaaued  in  the  caaa  of  aupportttliai only accidanta  occurri~a durina 
lha  ••tt•nc  up  o~nd  rMIOval  of  thu l"!uip.ent  al'lould  b~  lrltludad  1n  chit  cataaory. 
I'.  r.tlt of  O~JIC:CI 
~"~••  ~.IUf:ory  U\tludaa  not  only  acci.danta  CI\Uad  <Jiractly  by  falll of  ••cavatiq !MtarLal 
or  ObJa.:tt.  but  alto  chota  ca~.~aad  by  obJICta  fall1na vhih ba1nc  tl&ndlad. 
VI  Explcuv•t 
lollcra  tiM  u .. of  a~ploti.vat aata off  an  axploti.on  of  fi.n~da.p or dun  or  avan  a  haatina 
or  I  f1u,  tM lttldant  thou.ld  ba  included  in  catacor~ VII  or  u:  napec:tivcty. 
V!t.  llnitiona  or ••rtoaiona of  finda, anct  coal  duu 
ni.t  in:ludu poi.oni.q or  au!focatiotl by  the auaa  ao  prOdu.c.d.  AI\  axploaion of  fi.reda., 
or  coal  <tutt  brouaht  •~oYt  by  the uu of  olect:ric:ity  ato.l4  b• clauifiH u.,or catotory 
\It[,  Aa  1  ~t•noral  rv.lo,  lf  tht>  c.auaoa  of  an  SC.cldcnt  include  the  iaaition or ••,loaion or 
f~red-p or  duat,  ~t  llwNLd  alv•J•  ba  incl~ed  ~n catapry \Ill. 
VIIl.  ~:~~~~~·H;~)IU- DeoxJsaution,  tuffocation  or  poiaonin1  ll>y  natural a•u•  (COz, 
•\  Outburau  of  11•• 
b;  DeOI'IItWU:ton  eiMI  U11Gfti1tlt  bv  Mtural  ~t:alel  (Co2,  CM4  ,CO,  ltlS) 
~ia incllotdoa  accidaot:~ caueH  ~J'  1~11.  ~f  o•y~en,  by  euffoc:ati"  (C'I4,  co,)  aM  by  ,.i.M~tu•• 
C-O,  NfS);  tt  auf!ocat&oft  or  pouo,una  11  brou111ht  about  by  11:11  prochac:M  ~  oxplooi.vee  Ol'  lty 
Ill ••• ~non of  fued.., or  coal  dust,  or  evan  by  a  heatin111  or  fire,  ct.. aecidant  ahe'lld  lila 
~~uu~ud  v.DIIIa~  thou uu~riu. lf tuftoution or  poi.aoftia1  ia  caused  lily  exhautt  f~a 
.o- d1e1el  en1pnaa,  tbo acc1dlftt:l  ehould  lile  included  1n  catet.ory  1¥,  "[xploai"a". 
U: .....  d.,a ot  fi.na 
T'hia  includaa  poi1011i.n&  or  auffoc.&tion.  lily  the 1•••• produced,  injuria& fr• .. urn•,  r ..  f 
hlla, falh of  Mjecu,  ate.  followiaa  a  heatina or  fire  in  the •ina.  A fire  foUovina .. 
nploai.on of  fi.rH.., or  coal  1h11t  lho.&ld  be  tbia caupr)'. 
h  IOfttral,  if  tho  accident  ia dv.a  to ..  varal  ce.binad  cau  ..  l  includina o  hoaci"' or  1  fire, 
it  IIMJuld  alvayl Ito  i.ncl~ed  in cat.atory  U:  "Huti.qa or  fir&o"  111tlaoa  one of  ttMr  cauaoa  ia 
tll  ~anition or oaploaion or  fir•da.p or  coal  duu.;  in  thi.l  lo.u.  ca••  ttMr  acci:le1\t  wuU 
ba  included  In  c•t•aon VII. 
··~ 
A~cidanta  occurrin~ ""-" o\4 vorkift&l  aro  broken  into or  vfton  lfoad  •1"0111114  il anceuatered. 
l'IJuri••  fr011  projectllfl  ao.tari.ll,  falla of obJacu.  ralls of  •rouncl  drovni.ftl.  au. 
Xi.  Elactrlcitr 
A~ci.donu cauaed  lly  ehctricit)' - il>llrftlo  lhock••  oloctrocatiOII.  lf eloctri.ci.ty c-.aeo  the 
a·ci.dantal  hn•• of  oaploai.voa.  o.n.  1ap\o1ian of  fired.., or  coal  dutt or  a  haatinl or a 
f1ro.  the ru  ..  lt~"' accident  1lMIYld  bo  Lnctud•  i11  tho .. catetori.ao  in  tho  follovina ardo.r 
of  pri.orit:t  : 
I,  hplo1ion ot  fired.., or 4uU 
l.  A  hoauq or•fi  ... 
),  bp10ii'IOI 
x:t.  Otho.r  cau••• 
t.1i1  cato.pr)' co•an o.cddaat1 vbich cannot  1M  c\aui.fi  .. uMar ctupriu 1  to  11 0  thllt 
u  to  10)' 0  acci.doato of "'-ich it  ia  ftOt  poaubilc  to  e1la~li1t1 eM  eaact  cauae.  Thi1  ca-
tiiOI'J M)' aho IN  u1ed  to  record  acci4ontl cov•red  by  COOIP'taUH  air. 
SIU Of  TN[  ACClDUT 
Tlil l'tlaa• tM  pl&ca  vh•ra  the victi• vo•  at  the  tiM of  the  a.:.ndent,  vhi.ch ..  ,  bo.  di.ffo-
ra•t ho. the  Ylcti.•'• nor•l place of -.rk. 
I  Product1on  fac•• 
Tl'lil  c ...  ri.au  tbo vorki.n1  fee•  inclu~Hn1 the  part  buvoott  tho  face  or  naplo  h<ele  and th 
lt..,.d or  cavM  vo.ato  but  dooa  not  include  roada  of  In)'  ld.NI  ••capt d_,- roUI. 
ni.a alae covou  the  .,.  •• vt.ara  loa4ina.  ti-'tarinc  o.ftd  ataalwork  o.ra  carried out  i-.liato-
1.,  ltahi.NI  the faca.  tn  tho caaa  of  .tuo.her  p&ckinl  the  currin•  o.roa  aateftlllo.  "' to o.M  ia-
cludi.na  the  I iAa  of  propa. 
l.  Sho.fta  aNI  aupla p&u 
Thia  olao coven  tho  i-.di.ota  approach  to  1n1at1  eapecio.lly vhere •lM c•r• aM  I&OI'OI  aro 
hadttd  an4  unloaded  fr011  tho  c•l••· 
4,  Other phcol 
Tbia  he•di.nc  coven all  tho vi.cti•• of  accident•  not  i.ndudH  undor  cha  tht'ao  prac ..  iq 
tt ..  dinl•· 
FEatOD  f,.Jf  l!CAPAC ln 
Accldonu  at.ould  lila  broku down  01  foll.ova  accordin1  1:0  parioda  of  inco.,acitJ  · 
- Acc,dant•  i.ftvotvl.na  •• ab•a.:a of  batwon  4  and  2n  cal•M•r cteya 
•  Accident•  i.I'Wolvina  ••  abao~~e• of  botvoon  21  and  56  calendar  d&ya 
·  .\ccid•ftt8  lnvolvinl •• aboa.:a  of -r• th.on  !.6  calendar daya 
•  Fetal  accid•M•. 
iho  day  of  tl\e  acci.daat  doee  not  count.  Th1  nu•u of  daya  of  inc•p•cit)'  to  be  takaft  i.nt:o 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 70  -
ANNEX 
Explanatory  notes  - Tables  2 
CENIRAL  DEFINITIONS 
1.~ 
lodily injury reaultins frora  a  auddan and  abnoraal  external  cauae  in the courae  of  work. 
The  Mine  Safety and  Health r.,..iaaion'a  atatiati&:a  ahould  only cover vieti•• of accident• 
\lndararound,  includina accident• vhich  oc~ur vhen ..  n  enter and  leave  the c:aa••  anG  vhile 
the c•a•• are  in .ation. 
2.  Fatal  accident 
An  accident  cauain11  tha death of the victi• vithin  56  daya  follovina  the accident. Victiu 
dyina 1MJfl  than  S6  daya  after  the day  of  the accident  abould  not  be  included  in the fatal 
accident  a  cataaory but  in  that of accident  a  raeultina  in  inc:apacity  involvina an ...  btanca 
fro• vork of .,ra than  56  daya. 
J.  Paraona  covered  by  the  teat iatica 
Pit  ataff  aod  •ployaaa of  contractor  firwa  vho  balona  to  a  •iner'a aocial  aecurity acheM. 
Tha  atatiatic:a count  victi  .. and  not  acc:idenca;  everyone vho  ia the victi• of  an accident 
vhila actually underaro-..nd  •• well  aa  durin1 de1cent  and  aacant  ahould  be  included.  Yicciu 
can  therefore only be nai.nara,  auparvieora,  anaineera  or  etaff  belonaina  to contractor  firwa. 
4.  Shifu and  nullbar  of  houra vorkecl 
Shiftl  aDd  nullber  of  ho-..ra  worked  by  the pereona on  tha  booka  of  the •ina and  o'het"  ataff 
b•lon1in•  to  a  11i'Der1'  eoc:ial  inaurance  achetne;  account  ehould  be  taken both of  extra abiftl 
and  ovarti  ... 
The  period of  reference  adopted  ia  the  period of  actual  axpoaura  to  ri•k• extra ahifta end 
overci- auat  tharefor be c:ountad in tar.a of tiM actually vol'ked  and  not of  a~ar  of 
houn  paid. 
s.  Ace ideat  ratea 
"'-bar of  accidantl  par aillion houra  vorked. 
Tba  fraquanc:y  ratea are arrived at  by  dividin&  tha  n.-bar of  ac:cidenta  of  a  civea.  eateFrJ 
by  the  total  nUIIIbtir  of  hour a  epant  on all  tJpel of  work  under  around. 
9.  t.ocat ion of  the  injury 
When  an accident  haa  raaulted  in .,ltipla iftjuriee to different  parta •f the MdJ aM oae 
of  tha  iajurieo  io clearly •ra  oeriouo  than  the othero,  thio accident o-ld M  claoeiUad 
ia.  the aroup  ralatina co  the part  of  the  body ••t eeriou&l)'  injured;  for .....  la,  &  fl'ec-
ture of the  lea,  toaethar vlth araaina of  a  hand,  o-ld be  clauifiecl  in cate10r1  VI  ·~r 
lillbe"  aDd  DOt  in  c:ateaury  V  ttHancle". 
I. .... end  MCk 
Co•era  in part icvlar the ek.ull,  the  acalp,  brain  injuriee,  the ear  a,  the .ouch  (inclll4iDI 
tha  lipo,  teeth and  tonaue),  tbe  nooo,  tha  face,  tha  Mck but Mt the eyeo  which are ia-
cluded  ia cetepry II. 
n. !Z!! 
Aleo  cover  I  the  aya  aockat  and  t"- o,c ic  nerva. 
III.~ 
Covarl  the back  (vertebrae  and  adjacent .uaclea,  the  apinal aarrov),  the  thor-ax  (ri~a. 
atarn..-,  bronchi,  lunae),  the altd..an  (includina  internal oraana,  kidneya,  liver.  epleen) • 
tha ebd-a and  the aonitol  orsano. 
the  ahouldarl  and vriata are raaardad  &I  part  of  the upper  1 iea (cateaory  IV)  and  not 
of  the  trunk  or  hand•  (catesory  V) • 
The  hip•  and  the ankle•  are  raJ&rdad  •• pare  of  the  lover  1 iaba  (cateaory  VI)  and  not 
aa  part  of  the  trunk or  feat  (cateaory VII). 
IV,  Upper  lillbo  (excludin&  the  hando) 
Thia  includea  i.njurie1  to  the  ehoulctara,  includin&  the collar bone  and  ahouldar  bladea, 
injuri11 co  the ar•••  albova,  foraarwa  and  vrieta. 
v.~ 
The  vriltl ara  not  reaardad •• pare  of  the  hand1  but  of  the  upper  li•b•  (~ataaory  IV)· 
VI.  Lover  liabo  (ndudina r ..  t) 
Tbia  inc:ludea  the  hipa,  chi&hl,  knaaa,  lea•  and  anklet. 
VII.  !.!.!!. 
Tba  anklaa  are  not  raaarded  a a  part  of  the  feet  but  of  the  lover  1 i.ba  (cateaory  VI)· 
Vttt.  ~tultipla  location• 
Thi.a  aroup,  covar'in~ fiiUltipla  location•.  ahould  only  be  \Jied  vhen  the  victi• haa  auffered 
aavaral  injuria•  to diffararlt  parte  of  hu body,  nona  of  vhich  ia c:learly .ore  aeri.oua  than 
the  other•. - 71  -
The  cataaory ..  ,.  cover  injuria• to  the  head  and  trunk,  the  head  &ad  one or •ra litlba,  the 
t ruftk  aDd  ona or .ora 1 illbe  or  an upper  and  a  lowr  1 i ... 
IX.  Not  opacifiod 
Thio  ~roup obould  oBl)'  be  uoad  vban there  io no  avidaaca  of  the exact  loeatl.oa of  the  injUI"l'• 
10.  hturo of  the  injury 
When  aa accident  bae  raet.altecl  in •••aral  injuria&  to different parte of  the  boc11  allill  oaa 
of th• io claarl)' •r• oariouo  than the oth'lro,  the  occidollt •-ld be claooifiad  in tbe 
1roup ralotin1 to  the ••t oariouo  injur)'. 
1.  A!putation1  and  anucleatioaa 
Thia  iacludaa  trau  ..  tic:  avuleioa of the •1•· 
2.  Fracture• vith or without dialocation 
Thio  iBCludao  oi11Pl•  fractur ..  ;  fracturu vith injuria• to the  ooft  parte of tbe bed)', 
cloeed  or  CCM~PCNDCI  fractur&li  fractural vitb iataraal or una •-••• fracture• vith luxe-
tiona,  contuaioBa  &lld  cruahi"'•. 
J.  Luxation&,  tvietl aad  1p'taina 
LIIXATIOIIS 
Tbia covara aiMr  luxation• aDd  dhlocationa, era-tic 1..-a..,, 1..-..., aciatl.ca cauaed 
ltF  atraia;  it do .. not  iatluda lwcatioaa vith fractura cO¥arad  It)' caUIOl")'  2. 
TVIITS  4111  SPIIAIIIS 
Thia  cover• .,.curaa, tora ... lacaratN IIU&clea,  caft41oaa,  lia  ...  ata •• joiaca •• tMll  u 
beral.a ... to atraia lad llippod diaca,  axcapt vban ,._,.are aaaociated vitll o,.. ...... 
4.  Cotlc•aaiOft  uo1  iatoraal  iaJurz 
Tllh c&COJOl")'  l.acl ...  •  iaca  ....  l  ltruiaia11,  iace  ....  l  lola'""i"',  l.ate  ....  l  lacoratl.•• ....  ~...­
tur•• -•  ...... aa-iated vi  til fracturae. 
It -·  •t  iiiCl ... iatarael  l.ajuriea acc-uiad loy  fracture• vbich  •~• -~""'  ..,. caco-
JOl")'  z. 
S.  O!p!! ........ -•el.- lad -•cular eloreaiOft• 
Tille_  ... l•or•d-, n .... -..  ••  euu, ...  tuaiOfta,  M8lp ........ loea ., ...  u ... 
aa Mr, ....... vitll ..  rvo  iajurl.aa, lla_rt  ..  aia, "-&-... ttrui-, -••iaae .... 
ttrui.Ma vitll ..,..rfiel.al -..  ••  It ••• aac  iacl..._ tr-l.c •••Uciaa, -lutl  ... 
or ewlaiOft of u  .,.., ""icll are c_r.,.. "" caU  ..  rJ I, _...  frMt  .....  , __  , ...... 
crwlli.,. ec.....,,.,.,. •  f~actura wich ora cnor  .. ..,. ca~ey  2,  -e~.--.I  ..,. 4, 
lluraa vitll ....... c ...  ared It)'  II. 
6 ...... _, llanolul effacu af •ltctdctb .......  iasl!P 
c:-a ltoraa r  .... Ura, ltoiliDII U.,.i., frl.ctl.•, u.i  ..  l  ....  _  .. (--~  .....  tlllJ), 
IIane vitll .......  ,  alMt..-tiaa, at ..  crl.c ......, ... ...,.. ca.8M ..,. el•nlcl17, tile ef-
fect af 1-ra,., ....  ,...,d.,. lllllloc-••• ultra •l.elot .. .,. ... l.eaielat .._.!.eel!!, 
It -·  Wt -~  ltolraa  cau  ... ..,.  tile A-.&iaa af o  .,.  .....  ,,. ar -.Cia ..,.._  Wicll 
•~• claaalfl.. I. a  cata  ..  ..,.  7. 
7. Pel.-is ... auffocatl.oa 
Tlll.a  cat&JOrJ covoro ,._ affocta of t._ l.ajactl.oa, i-lti  ..  ,  ..  aor:ptioa ar 1.-la&l.ea al 
co.lc, •rro•ivo ar c-dc oultataac:ea • 
• .,..,.latiOII or hffocatl.oa "" -reaaloa or roef fall; a.,..,..l.a&ioa ... to tile -.,nHiaa 
or  ~  ..  uction of .,.,.,  •• l.a  tlla at•.,llara, t._ ntl")' of a  foreip """'!.••  lata tlto ra.,lratal")' 
•F•t•, co  car""--"•  or ot._r code •••••· 
I ....  ltiple i•J•rl.ea or tltoM wt apecl.fl.ed  (hocl.,.ls c ...  ll.catl.na) 
Thl.a  cat&JOrJ  iac:l.,.aa  tboao c ..  •• l.a  ""ich ,._ •ictl.a lou ...  ffor .. -r•l  l.ejurl.oe ef •u-
fereat  CJPOa,  noaa  of vhich le clurlJ •r• aerioua thaa t._ ot  ..  ra, .... tltoM vlllcll an 
aat C&¥ared  ia ••J otltor  ceteiiDrJ. 
It alao C&¥ora  ,._ va~ioua urlj c-licetiona of  iaj•rlaa ... patltol01ical reacd  ...  ,  wlcll, 
llaw'Nr,  altoullll  nly Ita  claeaified ia thia ••-- ,._ ..  cure of t._ orl.11. ..  1  l.ftj•ey i• 
aat"-. 
PPIOD Of  I!ICo\PACin 
Accilllanta •-lei be a.rokan ._  accordina to tw period• of  iacapacity 
- acci4entl  inYOlviaa  an  abMnce of -r• than  Sfi;  ealen4ar claya 
- fa  cal accllllonu. 
ft. day of ,._ accidaat doe• ""' count.  ft. -.~  of  daJ8 of  iacopacitJ to  Ita  ta11oa  iate 
coul.daratioa h  lllafi•lll ltJ  tlla affectiYe •••••• af  ella alaar fr• wrk. - 72  -
C.  COMPARATIVE  TABLE  OF  UNDERGROUND  GROUP  ACCIDENTS  (1)  FOR 
THE  COMMUNITY  OF  SIX 
ANNEES  1960  to  1981 
YEAR I  NUMBER  OF  CAUSE 
I  ACCIDENTS 
I 
19601  2  !Falls  of  ground 
19611  1  !Falls  of  ground 
19621  3  !Falls  of  ground 












































!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Falls  of  ground 
!Movement  of  personnel 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Falls  of  ground 
IGasoutbursts,  suffocation  by 
!natural  gases 
!Falls  of  ground 
!Falls  of  ground 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Fires  and  spontaneous 
!combustion 
!Transport 
I Falls  of _ground 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Firedamp  and  dust  explosions 
!Gas  outbursts  of  firedamp 


















































C1)  Group  accidents:  accidents  involving  more  than  five  persons  killed 
or  incapacitated  for  work  for  longer  than  56  days. I  !Production!Under-
1  lin  thou- !ground 
!Year  !sands  of  lo ••• s.  in 
I  ltonnes  (1)lkg/hour 
I  I  I 
I  I 
19591  24o  6o2  I 
196ol  239  967  I 
19611  235  848  I 
19621  233  233  I 
I  I 
19631  229  769  I 
19641  235  oo1  I 
19651  224  249  I 
19661  210  189  I 
19671  189.484  I 
19681  181  o16  I 
19691  176  749  I 
197ol  110  355  I 
19711  164  91o  I 
19721  151  8o9  I 
19731  139  1oo  I 
19741  133  3oo  I 


















- 73  -
D.  SUMMARY  TABLE 
1.  COMMUNITY  OF  SIX 
Years  1151  - 1175 
!Million 
I  hours 
!Nu•ber 
I  of 
!deaths 
!No  of  !No  of  !No  of  !No  of  !No  of  J 
!serious  !deaths  !serious  !deaths  !serious I 







1  122  I 622 
1 o37  I 526 
962  I 527 
901  I 84o  (3)1 
I 541  (4)1 
849  I 465  I 
841  I 411  I 
784  I 41o  I 
698  I 374 
587  I 269 
522  I 24o 
476  I 2o9 
438  I 188 
414  I 182 
369  I 147 
332  I 137 
313  I 143 











1(2)  per  Ilion hourslper  I 
l•illion I  l•illion I 
I  tonnes  I  I 
14  539  I  2,585  60,43  10,590  12,950 
13  459  I 
12  120  I 
12  418 
11  686 
n  12s  I 
10  595  I 
9 247  I 
1  781  I 
1  501  1 
1  222  I 
6 591  I 
6  249  I 
s 763  I 
5 56o  I 
5 o54  I 
4  795  I 
2,192 
2,235 
3,602  (3)1 
2,320  (4)1 
2,o24  I 
1, 749  I 
1,828  I 
1, 779  ·  I 
1,42o  I . 
1,326  I 
1,181  I 
1,104  I 
1,1o4  I 
1  ,o33  I 
o,981  I 
1,o73  I 

















10,507  12,986 
10,548  13,227 
10,932(3)  13,781 
10,600(4) 
10,547  13,761 
10,493  13,860 
10,522  13,506 
10,536  13,242 
10,457  13,246 
10,460  14,370 
10,438  15,160 
10,429  15,047 
10,440  15,088 
10,399  15,60 
10,413  16,77 
10,456  16,12 
10,35  15,05 
1(1)  net  output  including  slurry  and  dust. 
1(2)  persons  incapacitated for  •ore  than  56  days. 
1(3)  including  the  Luisenthal  explosion. 
1(4)  excluding  the  Luisenthal  explosion. 
2.  UNITED  KINGDOM 
·Years  1973  - 1175 
19731  13o  2oo  I 
19741  1o9  2oo  I 




3o6  I  74 
2s8  I  37 
303  I  55 
49o  I  o,5s8 
417  I  o,339 




o,242  I  l,6o  I 
o,138  I  1,555  I 
o,181  I  1,122  I 
I!port  ..  t  note  :  The  figures  for  serious  injuries  in  these  two  tables  cannot  be  co•pared  as  the 
corresponding  definition  in  the  U.K.  differed fro•  that  used  in  the  Co••unity  for  the  years  1g73 
to  1975.  Fro•  1976  onwards,  all  figures  are  based  on  the  sa•e  definition  and  are  given  in  table 
03  which  covers  the  co ..  un,ity  of  Nine. - 74  -
3.  CORRUIITY  OF  IIIE 
Years  1976  - 1982 
I  lNo  of  !No  of  I  !Production lUnder- !Million  !Number  lNo  of  lNo  of  lNo  of 
I  Jin  thou- Jground  !hours  I  of  I  serious  !deaths  !serious  jdeaths  !serious  I 
jYear  !sands  of  jo.1.s.  in  I  worked  jdeaths  Jinjuriesjper  •illionJinjuriesJper 1il- JinjuriesJ 
I  J  tonnes  ( 1)jkg/hour  I  I  j(2)  per  jlion  hoursjper  I 
I  I  I  I  I  J•illion  J  J•illion  J 
0,686 
19771  246  770  427  578  116  6  637  0,470  26,90  0,201  11,48 
19781  238  078  427  557  138  6 472  0,580  27,18  0,248  11,62 
19791  238  608  428  557  131  5  992  0,549  25' 11  0,235  10,76 
19801  247  090  437  565  141  5  583  0,571  22,60  0,250  9,88 
19811  245  652  434  562  109  5  922  0,444  24,11  0,194  10,54 
19821  241  258  439  562  99  5 430  0,410  22,48  0,180  9,66 - 75  -
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 - 115  -
STATISTICAL  TABLES  FOR  THE  EXTRAC-
TIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  THE  COAL 
INDUSTRY UNITED  KINGDOM - 119  -
ANNEX  2 
STATISTICAL  TABLES  FOR  EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
1982  UNITED  KINGDOM 
MINE,  NUMBER  OF 
QUARRY  SITES 
MINERAL  OR  WHERE 
BORE- MINERAL  IS 












POTASH  SALTS 
ROCK  SALTS 
MARBLE 
- FOR  POLISHING 
- FOR  SEDIMENTARY 
- IGNEOUS 
- SLATE 
- FOUNDRY  SAND  ~ 
- INDUSTRIAL  SANDS 
SAI:L'S  AND  GR-WEL 
Lll{ESTONE 
:LAY  SHALE 
CHALK 
*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  BOREHOLES 
--
TONS 
Si.LES  ROM 
THOUSAND  ORE  OF  PERSONS 
TONNES  MINERAL 
84.6  34 
280  370 
15  1143 
449  827 
2,209  372 
785  560 
4123  1,030 
79,287  8101 
69,114  7568 
20,323  1234 
11.616  909  -· - 120  -
STATISTICAL  TABLES  FOR  EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
MINE,  NUMBER  OF  TONS 
QUARRY  SITES  SALES  ROM 
MINERAL  OR  WHERE  THOUSA:m  ORE  OF  PERSONS 
BORE- MINERAL  IS  TONNES  MINERAL 
HOLE  WORKED 
0  ai:wii:• 
IGNEOUS  ROCK  29,987  4,977 
SANDSTONE  10,803  1,914 
::;LAY  (CHINA/BALL)  3,358  3,514 
CAL::SPAR  18  30 
GYPSUM  & ANHYDRITE  2,674  564 
BARYTES 
' - 121  -
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY - 123  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR:  1982 
SUBSTANCE  TYPE  NUMBER  OF 
OF  SITES  OR 
SITE  COMPANIES 
* 
LIGNITE  0/S  29 
OIL  D  149 
NATURAL  GAS  D  149 
IRON  ORE  s  6 
BAUXITE  - -
COPPER  s 
LEAD  s 
}  2 
ZINC  s 
POTASH  s  10 
ROCK  SALT  s  13 
MARBLE  - -
SLATE  S/0  19 
FOUNDRY  AND  INDU-
-STRIAI.  SANDS 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS 
AND  GRAVEL 
GYPSUM  0  41 
STEATITE  0  2 
KAOLIN  0  23 
PEGMATITE  0  10 
CALCSPAR  0  3 
SANDSTONE 
DOLOMITE  0  1 
SULPHUR  D  3 
PYRITE  s  2 
GRAPHITE  s  1 
* S  :  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D :  BOREHOLE  . 
COUNTRY:  FEDERAL  REPUBLIC 
OF  GERMANY 
PRODUCTION  UNIT  WORKFORCE 
-
127.333.555  t  19.468 
4.255.758  t 
15.114.374  1000m3  8.234 
1.313.963  t  719 
- - -
1.303  t  (Cu) 
ll 
23.509  (Pb)  1.036 
86.920  (Zn) 
4.274.136  t  8.336 
7.033.690  t  1.812 
- - -
34.195  t  378 
1.102.536  t  1.533 
12.239  t  48 
' 
454.009  t  1.627 
113.224  t  148 
2.744  t  14 
33 
871.513  t  191 
507.576  t  797 
10.606  t  177 '  '·• 
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR:  1982 
SUBSTANCE  TYPE  NUMBER  OF 
OF  SITES  OR 
SITE  COMPANIES 
* 
FLUORSPAR  s  13 
FELDSPAR  s  13 
URANIUM  s  2 
TALC  SCHIST  0  4 
LIMESTONE  s  5 
HEAVY  SPAR  0/S  5 
*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 









.F'EDERAL  REPUBLIC 
COUNTRY:  OF  GERMANY 
UNIT  WORKFORCE 
t  113 
t  160 
t  104 
t  21 
t  100 
t  274 
I - 125  -
NETHERLANDS - 127  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
1982 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
LIGNITE 
OIL  D  1 
NATURAL  GAS  D  6 






ROCK  SALT  D  1 
MARBLE 
- FOR  POLISHING 
- SEDIMENTARY 
.;.;.  IGNEOUS 
*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY  NETHERLANDS 
PRODUCTION  UNIT  WORKFORCE 
...-:..~--·._. 
1476502.3  t  )+  2400 
71072  X  106  1000 
3  )~  m 
3638933  t  +  55 - 128  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
1982 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
SLATE  t 
FOUNDRY  AND  INDU-
STRIAL  SANDS 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS  AND 
GRAVEL 
HARD  DIMENSION  STONE 
- BUILDING  STONE 
- PAVING  STONE 
- MONUMENTAL  STONE 
HARD  CRUSHED  STONE 
:- FOR  CONCRETE  -. 
- ROAD  BASES  AND 
SURFACING 
HARD  STONE  FOR 
CALCINATION 
- FOR  LIME-KILNS 
- FOR  CEMENT 
CHALK 
GYPSUM 
MARL  0  3 





*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY 
PRODUCTION  UNIT 
~-, .  .,..--- ..... 
2095710  t 
231002  t 
NETHERLANDS 
WORKFORCE 
+  80 
2 - 129  -
BELGIUM - 131  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR 
TYPE  OE  NUMBER  OF 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
LIGNITE  0  I  1 
OIL 
NATURAL  GAS 






ROCK  SALT 
MARBLE 
- SQUARES  .-.,  0  ~ 
- SLABS  (20  mm) 
- BLOCKS  AND  CHIPS.· 
~ 
SLATE  s  2 
FOUNDRY  AND  INDU-
242  STRIAL  SANDS  0 
' 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS  AND 
GRAVEL  0  63 
HARD  DIMENSION  STONE 1-., 
BUILDING  STONE  0  65 
PAVING  STONE 
MO~TTAL  STONE 
*  S  :  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  :  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY 
PRODUCTION  UNIT 
~~--·  .... 
300  t 
7.847  m3 
93.413  m2 
1.224  t 
10.261.079  t 
5.229.089  t 
141.111  m3 
47.094  t 











1021 - 132  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  COUNTRY 
TYPE  OE  NUMBER  OF  PRODUCTION  UNIT 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
HARD  CRUSHED  STONE  I 
- FOR  CONCRETE  1 
0  72  25.751.877  t 
- FOR  ROAD  BASES 
AND  SURFACING 
HARD  STONE  l<,OR  CAL-
CINATION 
- FOR  LTh'!E-KILNS  0  17  3.360.727  t 
- FOR  CEMENT  0  4  3.547.894  t 
CHALK  AND  MARL  0  9  3.444.518  t 
GYPSTJM 
DOL01HTE  0  11  2.739.772  t 
KAOLIN  0  2  33.263  t 
CLAYS  0  80  3.000.000(1  t 
(1)  Estimate 
*  S  :  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  :  BOREHOLE 









2.794 - 133  -
LUXEMBOURG - 135  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  1982 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF 





NATURAL  GAS 





ROCK  SALT 
MARBLE 




UNWORKED  FLAGS  s  1 
FTIHSHED  FLAGS 
FOUNDARY  AND  INDU-
STRIAL  SANDS  0  1 
ALLUIJIAL  SANDS 
0  1  AND  GRAVEL 
!HARD  DIMENSION  STONE 
BUILDING  STONE  0  20 
PAVING  STONE 
MONUMENTAL  STONE  0  1 
SLABS  0  1 
*  S  :  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  :  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY 
PRODUCTION  UNIT 
------
1.199  1000 
. 225  t2 
1.225  m3 
'11.500  m 
333.851  t 
4.112  m3 
m3  584 
3.900  2  m 








id. - 136  -
ANNEX  2 
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  1')52 
TYPE  Of  NUMBER  OF 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
B,ACING  STONE  0  I 
20 
HARD  CRUSHED  STONE 
- FOR  CONCRETE 
- FOR  ROAn  BASES  so  id. 
AND  SURFACING 
HARD  STONE  FOR 
CALCINATION 
- FOR  LTIIIE-KILNS 
- FOR  CEMENT 
SAND  0  id. 
GRAVEL  0  id. 
FOUNDRY  SAND 
SLATE 
PLASTER  so  2 
PLASTER SHEETS 
*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  :  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY  :  LUXEld30URG 
PRODUCTION  UNIT  WORKFORCE 
~.-_....,.,.... .  ..-: 
974  2  246  m 
888.319  t  id. 
208.551  t  id. 
64.205  t  11 
698  t  14 
7.770  2  id.  m 
. - 137  -
ITALY - 139  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  1982  - PROVISIONAL  FIGURES 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
COMPANIES 
fUlGNITE  0  2 
brL  ~]I 
114 
~ATURAL GAS 
IRON  ORE  s  2 
!BAUXITE  0  2 
!COPPER  s  2 
!LEAD  :} 
11 
~INC 
tpoTASH  s  3 
ROCK  SALT  s.D  9 
!MARBLE 
- FOR  POLISHING  0  722 
- SEDIMENTARY  0  64 
- IGNEOUS 
SLATE  s,o  101 
FOUNDRY  AND  INDUSTRI  L 
SANDS  (SILICEOUS)  0  93 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS  AND 
STQNE  0  l.496 
BUILDING  STONE  0  (xx) 
PAVING  STONE 
HARD  DIMENSION  STONE  0  2.557 
*  S  :  DEEP  MINING 
0  :  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  :  BOREHOLE 
COUNTRY 
PRODUCTION  ONTENTS 
. .' 
t  ( *)  ?v 
"!":1------
1.912.675 
1.  727.151 
14.589.299KN  3 
3.093  Fe  52% 
23.810 
820  Cu  1'7% 
27219  Pb  6~ 
77.103  Zn  12% 





























( **)  Inclurled  in  the  entries "marble"  and  "hard  dimension  stone'' - 140  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  : 1  CJ82  COUNTRY  ITALY 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF  PRODUCTION  rJONTENTS  WORKFORCE 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
t  ( *  j 
COI-1PANIES 
~ONill~rENT  AL  STONE 
..,_-- .... 
HARD  CRUSHED  STONE  I 
- FOR  CONCRETE 
- FOR  ROAD  BASES  0  (xx)  59.458.000  (xx) 
AND  SURFACING 
HARD  STONE  FOR 
CALCINATION 
-FOR  LIME-KILNSS  0  (*)  35.134.000  (*) 
- FOR  CEMENT 
CHALK  } 
0  88  3.444.000  471 
GIPSUM 
CLAY  0  899  35.182.000  2117 
DOLOMITE  0  24  1.898.000  140 
PYRITE  s  3  666.680  s  4~  598 
MANGANESE  s  1  8.727  Mn3C/io  12 
SULPHUR  s  10  88.854  s  2-:ffi  1043 
ANHYDRITE  D  12  56.661.  126 
ASBESTOS  0  1  116.410  277 
BARYTES  s  11  18o.022  BaS04~  395 
FELDSPAR  0  10  783.411  151 
FLUORSPAR  s  7  166.949 
related 
538  to  degre 
GRAPHITE  s  1  3.210  of acidi  y  15 
MARL  0  25  12.126.530  310 
(*  )  INGLUDED  UNDER  THE  ENTRY  "HARD  DIMENSION  STONE". - 141  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  COUNTRY  ITALY 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF  PRODUCTION  pONTENTS  WORKFORCE 
t  ( *)  _rf 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR  ;o 
COMPANIES 
":'lt.-_... 
ASPHALT  ROCK  FOR  0  3  85.838  FACING  32 
BITUMINOUS  ROCK  ' 
HYDRATED  ALUMINIUM  0  27  581.312  183  SILICATES  (**) 
TALC  AND  STEATITE  s,o  10  163.770  393 
MERCURY  (MINERAL)  s  2  17.163  Hg  0,7.5~  185 
ANTIMONY  0  1  598  Sb  56%  55 
CELESTITE  0  1  3-272  4 
STEAM  D  12  29.585.2LjO  923 
r'  * *)  including clays  and  fire clays,  fuller's earth  and decolourising earth 
bentonite,  kaolin ,and kaolin clay - 143  -
DENMARK - 145  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  1982  COUNTRY.  Denmark 
-· 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF  PRODUCTION  UNIT  WORKFORCE 
SUBSTANCE  SITE*  SITES  OR 
Cm.u>ANIES 
'·  -- ~~  .. ~  ~ 
LIGNITE  0 
OIL  D  1  l.  686.000  t 
NATURAL  GAS 
0 
IRON  ORE  0 
BAUXITE.  0 
COPPER  0( 
LEAD  - 71%  lead an) 
o. 04%  ail  ver  (1 
141.000  t 
}  concentrate  ? imder- 37.000  t 
ZINC  - 57%  sino  ground 
concentrate  )  ~ining  · Approx.  300 
POTASH 
0 
ROCK  SALT  or SEA  D  l  447.000  t 
SAL  'I' 
PEAT  LITTER  34  345.000  3 
111111 
MARBLE 
- FOR  POLISHING 
- SEDIMENTARY  0 
- IGNEOUS 
*  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYNG 
D  BOREHOLE - 146  -
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
YEAR  1982  COUNTRY  :  Denmark 
- ~- -·· 
TYPE  OF  NUMBER  OF  PRODUCTION  UNIT  WORKFORCE 




S.AllD,  GRAVEL,  STONE 
3 
FOUNDRY  AND  INDU- 0  900  19.000.000  mm 
STRIAL  S.AliDS 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS  AND  dred- 80  2.800.000  3  mm 
GRAvEL  (FR<JI  THE  SE 
~1ng 
) 
HARD  STONE  BROKEN'  0  9  3,60.000  3 
mm 
INTO  PIECES 
- BUILDING  S'roNE 
- PAVING  S'roNE 
- JIOBt.JMENTAL  S'roNE 
HARD  CRUS~  S'roRE • D 
- FOR  COI'CRE'l'E 
4.000.000 
- ROAD  BASES  AND  ( 
SURFACING  _.I 
HARD  STORE  FOR 
CALCINATION 
- FOR  LIME-KILNS 
--
f 
-FOR CD!ENT  0  1  1. 333.000  mm 
CHALK  AND  LIME  I 3.300.000 
3 
0  mm 
GYPSUM  0 
300.000  3 
REFRACTORY  CLAY  0  4  mm 
CLAY  FOR  BRICKS  OR  707.000  3 
0  80  mm 
'  TILES 
~  S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINIG  OR  QUARRYNG 
D  BOREHOLE - 147  -
IRELAND - 149  -
STATISTICAL  TABLES  FOR  INDUSTRIES  OTHER  THAN  COAL 
1982  IRELAND 
MINE,  NUMBER  OF  TONS 
MINERAL  QUARRY  SITES 
PRODUCTION  ROM 
OR  WHERE  ORE  OF  PERSONS 
BORE- MINERAL  D  MINERAI 
HOLE  WORKED 
OIL  D  3  NIL  - 200 
NATURAL  GAS  D  2  72.200  M.S.C.:F  32 
COPPER  s,o  2  6.046  cone  315.890  240 
LEAD 
J 
61.245  cone 
f2109421  s  2  1456 
ZINC  351.190  con< 
MARBLE 
-FOR  POLISHING  0  3  Not  availab le  12 
ALLUVIAL  SANDS 
AND  GRAVEL  0  285  Not  availab  ~  797 
HARD  DIMENSION 
STONE 
-PAVING  STONE  0  7  Not availab]  le  12 
-MONUMENTAL  STONE  0  11  "  "  95 
HARD  CRUSHED  STONE  0  44  "  "  503 
HARD  STONE  FOR 
CALCINATION 
-FOR  CEMENT  KILNS  0  2  "  "  40 
GYPSUM  s  2  360.317  SALEABLE  82 
LIMESTONE  0  77  Not  availabl~  1244 
SHALE  0  17  "  "  51 
BARYTES  s,o  3  265.784  Cone  135 
PYRITE  s,o  *  11.315  Cone  * 
CLAY  0  8  Not availablll  40 
S  DEEP  MINING 
0  OPENCAST  MINING  OR  QUARRYING 
D  BOREHOLES 
*  :  BYPRODUCT  OF  COPPER  ORE  REFERRED  TO  PREVIOUSLY - 151  -
FRANCE 
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